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Travel officials, employees caution safety over break
Area officials offer tips
for secure driving, flying
during spring break
Rachael Williams
6*V7. Assistant News hdttor

AT Photo / WMfrodo tM
A touch of sun: A iktm boarder njoys a day at the beach on Feb 15 in Miami Beach. Fla

Temperatures hovered m the lower
snowy conditions

70 i as much oi the Midwest and Northeast experienced <y and

Sophomore Rachel Visgcr said she has
never been on a “typical" spring break
tnp.
Rather than drinking or sunbathing, the
Grand Valley State University student's
priority lies in visiting her brother and his
family in San Diego, and safety is one of
her key concerns.
"I’ve only flown once before." Visger
said.
While she is confident with airport
security, she said she is anxious about
her unfamilianty of airports and the flight

itself.
The Gerald R Ford International
Airport expects a high volume of spring
break travelers, said Caroline Jordan,
airport security supervisor. Passengers
should arrive at the airport at least two
hours in advance, she said.
Toeasetravelanxietyandcomplicatioas.
Lori Moon, a Transportation Security
Administration liaison for Gerald R.
Ford international Airport, recommends
carrying on as little luggage as possible.
Checking most baggage, especially
liquid items, will help avoid security
breaches.
“People get confused with what is
allowed on-board the aircraft,” Moon said.
“It could lead to being stopped longer at
security."
Moon added no more than four books
are allowed on board, along with no

lighters, and any medicine or fragile items
should be transported ui a carry-on bag.
The TSA "3-1-1" policy states that
items of liquid, gel or aerosol products
cannot be more than three ounces, must fit
into a one quart-sized, zip-top. clear plastic
container Only one bag per traveler is
alkiwed and will be screened at the security
checkpoint.
Safety is also a concern for some
students setting out on road trips.
Dan Dyke of Hansen-Dyke Muffler
& Alignment in Allendale recommends
students change their vehicle's oil. check
fluids, tire pressure and have an overall
inspection done before driving long
distances.
“Have a tire gage in your car." Dyke
said. “If you're under inflated it’s hard on
the tires and causes pre mature wear If
See Spring Break, A2

Fire threatens campus
MP3 downloads

Fire destroys a building
slated to be student
apartments, blazes near
GVSU’s Pew Campus
By Brandon Hubbard
GVL Assistant hdttor

V---------------------- J
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Online muting: Students

losing internet
privileges for iHegel music downloads

By Erik Westlund
GVl. Assistant News hdttor

Grand Valley Stale University junior
Danielle Finn received some unwanted
attention from the Recording Industry
Association of America last semester
The
industry
alerted GVSU
Technical Support Manager Bill Fisher
of alleged illegal file sharing on Finn'a
Laker Village Internet connection
“(The
information
technology
department) sent me an e-mail and
told me if I didn't delete Ares from my
computer they would disconnect my
Internet.'' she said. “I deleted it right
away. I had to. I can't be without the
Internet at home."
Ares is a free, open-source file
sharing program that allows users to
access digital files including music,
video and software programs, often
violating copyrights.
Finn's experience is part of a
nationwide crackdown on college
campuses by the music industry. Nearly
15.000 complaints were lodged against
students at the 25 universities with the
most violations — almost triple the
number from the last academic year, the
R1AA reported.
Michigan Stale University has
received 753 complaints this academic
year, seventh moat of any university
in the nation, a list published by the
industry revealed.
However, complaints at GVSU are
down substantially from previous yean.
Fisher said. Less than 10 accusations
have been lodged this academic year,
compared to more than 150 in previous
years, he added.
GVSU does not monitor on-campus
housing Internet activity and only takes
action after a compliant is received from
the recording industry
"We don’t look at what students are
downloading or uploading." GVSU
Manager of Academic Services John
Klein said "We try not to spy. we try not
to look at whal people are doing on their
Internet connection. We don’t want to
invade anyone’s privacy."
The recording industry is using
better technology and is able to provide
universities with enough accurate
mfivmation to substantiate piracy
claims. Klein said. The information
technology department verifies the

See MP3, A2

Residents of Secchia and Winter Halls
received a close call Tuesday night, as a fire
demolished a nearby histone three-story
factory in the process of being remodeled.
Located at the comer of Butterworth and
Front Street, the building was onginally
known as The Bicycle Factory LLC and
was built in 1895. Property owner McGraw
Construction was in the process of restoring
the building into 21 upscale apartments for
Grand Valley State University students.
The Grand Rapids Fur Department
representatives took the call about a structure
fire at 7:50 p.m.. arriving at the scene soon
after. Within momenLs of their arrival the
building was engulfed in flames.
Although the cause of the fire is still
under investigation. Grand Rapids Fire
Battalion Chief Jerry Salatka said the fire
was heavily concentrated in the northwest
comer of the building at the time of then
arrival.
“It was a defeasive attack from the
onset." Salatka said. "We were never able
to make an entry into the building The fire
See Fire, A2
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Up In smoke: fire crews battle to save The Bicycle Factory at the intersection of Butterworth Street SW and Front Street adjacent to Winter Had at the
Pew Campus Tuesday evening

Students voice complaints to township board
Student-residents
confront Allendale officials
with Copper Beech
Townhomes complaints
By Shawn Zalewski
GVl. Staff Writer

GVl /

My Oeamllnf

AaHlng concerns Students cnflrc lively yoked
their (nmplaintx against Copper Beec h to the
Allendale Township Board on Monday

As problems continue to surface at
Copper Beech Townhomes. several Grand
Valley Stale University students mobilized
to gain off-campus support.
Students voiced their complaints about
Copper Beech to officials at the Allendale
Township Board meeting Monday night.
Folkiwing widespread cases of
insufficient heating systems, mold,
structural flaws and parking issues, about
30 students gathered to seek answers.
Supervisor Jim Beelen responded by
charging Township Attorney Dan Martin
to draft a letter of dissatisfaction against
Copper Beech and to prevent future
problems with the complex's second
phase of construction.
"We want to send the message that
this ia no way for them to do business in
Allendale.” Beelen said. "It is extremely
disappointing for us when our initial
expectations were not met."
Phone calls to Copper Beech
management were not returned as of press
time
Other problems such as additional

electrical costs and uncertain security
deposit costs can only be addressed
through legal action. Martin said. Students
need to create a paper trail and photograph
interior flaws for future documentation, he
added.
Beelen said some work has been done
to fix the heating problem, but not in a
timely fashion.
Copper Beech Senior Vice President
Ron Gatehouse spoke to a Grand Rapids
Press reporter earlier this week.
"The modifications are thus in
the process of being implemented in
all affected unit types, building by
building." Gatehouse told the Press.
"All modifications are scheduled to be
completed within two to three weeks. As
we have said before. Copper Beech takes
the comfort and safety of its residents very
seriously"
About 100 permits were issued and
contractors have installed baseboard
heating units in many hasemrnt rooms at
Copper Beech.
For Jenison resident Rick Bruner,
whose daughter Janet lives in Copper
Beech, there is no explanation for the
problems other than ignorance from the
management. Bruner said.
' Management is not very understanding
that these are students." he said. "They
have other things to do and don't need this
kind of stress in their lives nght now.”
Senior Jessica Vandrick told the board
the parking is “not even close" to sufficient
With a second phase of construction

underway, workers have been parking in
students' spaces, forcing many to park far
away or next to curbs, increasing the risk
of towing, Vandrick said.
There needs to be at least one parking
spot per tenant in apartment complexes,
Beelen said. Copper Beech falls very short
of this number, he added.
The staging of large construction
equipment has caused more parking
problems for the residents.
“1 don’t know how they can just strew
materials all over the place.” said senior
Kelly Januchowski
See

Copper Beech, A2
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Spring Break
continued from page A1

THURSDAY,

Campus Interviews-Stryker
Medical

Mar 1

■ 3 to

4 p.m — 12-Step

Recovery Meeting

■ Free Movie: 'The Descent'
(2006), showing at 10 am, 2
pm. 7 pm and 10 p.m.

■ Noon to 1 p.m. — Arts at Noon
Series. Vitezlaw Cernoch, violin

■ 8 a m to 5 p m. — National
Eating Disorders Screening Day

• 1 to 2:30 p.m. —African/
African American Perspectives

■ 4 to 5 p.m. — 6-on-6 volleyball
captains' and free agents' meeting
■ 6 to 7 p.m. — 12-Step
Recovery Meeting

Lecture

■ 7 to 9 p m — 'The Legacy of

• 9 a m to 5 p m —OnCampus Interviews-Chase Bank

■ 2:30 to 4 p.m. — Latin
American Studies Lecture

African-American Women: We

Fire

Keep Coming'

■ 9 a m to 5 p.m. —On-

your tuts are over inhaled, they
could pop."
Dyke suggested keeping a
wrench, tire jack, jumper cables and
screwdriver in the car for emergency
situations
While travel precautions are
important. Moral also encourages
students to practice safety when
reaching (heir destinations
When walking through the cities,
travelers should be alert and watch
out fra pickpockets, she said.
“I recommend getting one of
those necklaces.*’ Mravi said. "Put
your passport, money ... and tuck it
into your shut. It's close to your body
and you can't kwe it.”
Meaghann Myers, craxdinutra
of Program Services and Outreach

continued from page A1

FRIDAY,

SATURDAY,

Mar 2

■ All day event — Movie 'The
Descent' (2006); showing at
10 a m., 2 p.m., 7 p.m. and 10
pm.
■ 8 a m. to 5 p.m. — Drop
Deadline — grade 'W'
■ 11 p.m. to 1 a m. — End Get
Buff for Break

SUNDAY, Mar 4

Mar 3

■ All day event — Movie: 'The
Descent* (2006), showing at 10
am, 2 p.m., 7 p.m. and 10 p.m.
■ 9 to 10 a m. — 12-Step
Recovery Meeting
■ 5 to 6 p.m. — 12-Step
Recovery Meeting
■ 7:30 p.m. — Independent
Cinema at UICA

■ 5 to 6 p.m. —12 Step
Retrwery Meeting

-

Copper Beech
continued from page A1

4533 IvinrestS.W. Grand villt
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(616)261-5651
M-F10-8 Sit 10-5 Sun 11 -4

We can't give you the beach... ^

But, we can give you tlwv^

Specials:
Tanning Session I Gold Bad

r;

Jj

4Tans 8Tans
$19.00 $36.00

Platinum Bad $27.00 $52.00
Diamond Bad $39.00 $76.00

Although maintenance has
begun repair on the heating issue.
Januchowski said the workers
enter students' apartments without
notice. The lease to the units
indicates workers may enter "at
reasonable times,” but does not
include more specific instructions,
she said
As the issue continues. Bruner
said he is concerned about the
economic strain on the students if
they are held accountable for pre
existing problems.
"Any apartment will have some
normal w ear and tear from students,
but their were obviously problems
before the students moved in.”
he said. “(Management) began
dealing with this only after TV
cameras and the media showed up.
otherwise they've been dragging
their feet on the issue.”

Character, Comfort & Beaut
24hr Emergency Main

rime OnlyI
lay for a tour

jLOFTS
26 Sheldon Blvd. SE Grand Rapids

k

Viditiona! Storage Available
cable Ready
Central Air
Dishwasher
Elevator
Garbage Disposal
Heat Included
Intercom System
Laundry Facilities
Mini / Vert Blinds
wer Appliances
For more info:
Pet Friendly
616) 234 0100

www.loftsapartmonts.com

Smoke Detectors

that was showing was intense, and
the smoke showed signs of heavy tire
within."
About 45 firefighters responded
from the Grand Rapids and
Kentwood departments, using 13
pieces of equipment, including three
aerial ladders. Salatka said.
He said the age of the building
and internal wood framework caused
the building to ignite rapidly. Boarded
windows may have caused the fur to
smolder and build before spreading
to the rest of the structure, he added.
One of the immediate concerns
fra ofTicuds was several propane
tanks located outside the building.
The situation was defused when the
propane tanks eventually bled out
slowly burning away their awUenLs
bdectncal lures in the area were
reportedly shut down (although
GVSU was not), but Consumers
Energy was unable to shut down a
46XXX) volt transmission lure that cut
through the area. Salatka said.
It is believed no one was in or
around the building at the time of the
blare, and that there were no resulting
injuries, firefighters said
Approaching his burning building,
lead developer and owner Paul
McGraw said he was "devastated"
"It look a long time to assemble
this thing, so it's just heartbreaking."
McGraw said. "We worked so hard
— 1 just don't know "
Devekipers had been woriung fra
the past three years with community
planners to launch the complex,
which was set to open in October.

MP3
continued from page A1

Internet connection is active and
determines whom it belongs to. he
mfclrd

' 'We turn off the suspected Internet
connection and wait fra the student
to contact us.” Klein said. “We have
a document they have to sign off on
saying they have been w arned and
will not do this again. "
If a second complaint us lodged
against a student, policy dictates
a referral to the Dean of Students
Office
"At that point we take the Dean of
Students Office rccommendabon of

Grand Valley Lanthorn
fra GVSU's Pudni* International
Center also recommends using a
money belt
“I understand an spring break
students are pnhubly in budung
suds so the money belt un't as
convenient,” Myers said "While
on the beach, students really have
to be aware of their bekxtgings
I recommend putting anything
valuable under a tnwel"
When traveling abroad, the best
deterrent of must chines is to exude
confidence while walking in a new
area, Myers said
"People need to appear confident
and look like they know what
they're doing." she said "Look like
you know where you’re going even
if you don't"
Myers added that petty crime
stories are usually those she hears
about bran students studying abroad

She recommended carrying aa bole
as possible
"Backpacks are easy for pick
pocketing." Myers said "Girts with
purses shouldn't just throw it over
one shoulder. They should strap it
around their body and always have
an arm over the purse "
Pat Hams of Bremen Village
Travel Agency tells travelers to
look at the TSA Web sue for airline
security measures and updates.
When vacationing alone, travelers
should never stay at a place where
they have to walk outside to get to
their room. Hams said Hotels are
usually safer than motels, she added
Students should leave a trip
itinerary with someone at home, she
said
Additionally. Myers suggested
taking taxis instead of walking at
night when traveling alone.

Many of the apartments were already
leased McGraw said
Only recently, the building
was added lo the national historic
registry.
McGraw estimated that between
$2-3 million was already invested in
(he $5 million project
Salatka estimated
structural
damage akme Ls about $1 million.
The three-stray building was to
house primarily college students on
the upper levels and have commercial
office space on the ground level.
McGraw said
Other property owners of the
adjacent buildings quickly arrived at
the scene.
John Wisniewski, who owns the
building under construction at 289
Front Street only ISO feet from the
flames, waited and watched until
officials could aUow him to survey
the damage at his own building
“Years ago there was a building
that caught fire down here and it took
three buildings, so you just have to
wait and see and watch the sparks
settle," Wisniewski said
One building nearby was a specific
concern to the firemen because it
housed chemicals. A GVSU owned
building initially appeared to take the
brunt of the secondary damage.
"We were bottling heavy stnoke
and burning embers as large as a four
by four." Salatka said
Firefighters doused area buildings
with water in an effort to prevent
the fire from spreading to other
structures Regardless of the intense
heat flaming debris and bilkiwing
smoke, the university property did
not sustain any major damage

The scene of the fire was packed
with GVSU students and spectators
crowing the street and Watson
puking lot as evening classes let ouL
Crowd management was a
primary concern for the Grand
Rapids fclice Department and fcw
Campus Security.
Kan Balcran. a Pew Security
officer said campus officials were
concerned about protecting students
trying to leave after classes.
"Our initial problem was students
trying to get to vehicles in Watson
(parking lot) and needing to leave."
Balcran said “We had a few people
crowding the parking lot watching
who didn't want to listen, but they
weren't specifically students.”
Despite the close proximity of the
bkue. Winter and Seixhia Halls were
not evacuated
Kim Olewinski. the desk assistant
in Winter Hall at the time of the fire,
said many students were calling
complaining of water shortages, ra
flicking lights, but overall the students
just seemed excited
‘They (students) loved it."
Olewinski said “They kept shouting
did you see that, did you see that?'”
As the fire began, residents were
told to move their care from Watson
parking lot. but campus security later
decided it was not safe to move them
with the masses of people standing
around Olewinski said
“I guess they thought people
would get run over." she added
By
Wednesday
morning,
firefighters were still woriung to
extinguish the smoldering remains of
the structure.

w hether ra not they should get their
cramectxio back or if they should go
to the campus judiciary.'' Klein said.
This is very rare, as only two or
three students have received a second
complaint. Fisher sakl No students
have triggered three complaints horn
the recording industry
Jason Muller, a resident adviser
fra the HilLs Living Center, said many
students no kmger are interested in
downkxxling music illegally.
"1 think a k< of people are coming
to the realization that you are going

to get viruses with the illegal files,”
he said
GVSU offers students a legal
alternative to file sharing programs
such as Ares or LimeWire. Ruckus, a
downloading program with mixe than
2.5 million legal songs, is available to
all current GVSU students.
Muller said some students do not
use Ruckus because the files are not
compatible with if\xis and cannot be
burned to a compact disc.
Ruckus can be downloaded at
http://www.nickus.com.
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23% of GV students don t drink
+ 49% of GV students have 1-4 drinks per occasion

Correction*

72% of GV students have 0-4 drinks when they party

At the Lanthorn, we strive to bring you the most accurate news

’ 331-2517

,m f pi a*®rt©QVtu edu
LABS www gvtu •du/aleri

4

possible if we make a mistake, we want to make it right, if you
find any errors of fact in the lanthom, let us know by calling
(616) 331-2464 or e-maMing editorial#lantbom com.
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Visiting expert
to examine
Chilean
dictatorship

■■I

j^GVL DIGEST
News in Brief
■■■■
Changes in GVStfs April
commencement

Thu year’s winter semester
oummcncemenl
ceremony
will be spin into two wepuntc
ceremonies.
The split is baaed on the
candidate's degree
The ceremony at 10 am on
April 28 will be for students in the
College of Community and fttblic
Service, the Padnos College of
Engineering and Computing, the
College of Health Professions.
Kiikhof College of Nursing and
Seniman College of Business
The ceremony at 3 pm on
April 28 will be for students in the
College of Education, the College
of Interdisciplinary Studies and
the College of Liberal Ails and
Sciences.
The change was made
to address issues such as
overcrowding, length of the
ceremony and limitations on
tickets.
Students will now be allowed
10 guest tickets, and each
ceremony will he about two hours
in length
Dropddeadline for dasses Is
Friday

The deadline to drop classes
with a “W" grade is Friday al 3
pm
Hasses may be dropped
with the withdrawal grade at the
registrar windows in the Student
Services building.
For more information, call the
Registrar's Office at (616) 3313327.
Campus Dining hours to
change during break

Hours for Campus Dining
will change for spring break. To
view the daily changes of food
centers, visit httpV/www.gvsu.
edu/campusdine/.
Out-of-state teacher fair
comes to Grand Valley

Students will have the
opportunity to meet with school
districts from outside the stale that
have current job openings.
Last year, more than 40
employers participated in the fair.
A participating list of employers
can be ftxind online at httpJl
www.gvsu.edu/forms/careers/
OSTF2007.doc.
The fair will be Monday from
3:30 to 6:30 p.m. in the GVSU
Fieldhousc.
Far mire information, contact
Career Services at caraeriWgvsu.
edu.
Spring, summer registration
begins

Registration for the spring
and summer 2007 semesters will
begin March 12.
Registration
for
these
semesters may be done on
GVSU’s SIS Web system.
Medical first responder course
available

A medical tint responder
, course will be offered beginning
March 12 through June 4.
The axjrses will be every
Monday and Wednesday The
• course is the minimal level of
medical certificate needed for
those interested in a career in fire
or emergency medical services.
Cost for the class it $500 and
, it will take place at Crockery
Township Foe Station
For
more
information,
contact
John
Schupra
at
jschupratA'Iifeerm.cum.
VAGTC auto suppliers
symposium

,
!
1

,

The Van Andel Global Trade
Center is holding its ninth annual
Auto Suppliers Symposium on
next Thursday
The program will examine the
fundamental elements of building
an automobile and explore
various paths that lead to success
oi a dynamic global marketplace
The keynote addnrsa will be
given by Scott R. Garherckng irf
Chrysler Group Other weaken
include Bill Bowie of Resin
Technology, Neil DeKoker of the
Original Equipment Suppliers
Association. Robert Perkins of
CSM Worldwide
The lympnuum is from 8
am to noon with a awomental
breakfast beginning at 7:30 am
Registration « $130.
Tb register, visit hOpV/www
vagte nrg For more uifonnabon.
call (616) 331-6811 or e-mail
infotft* vagte org
The event is sponwoed by
Comerica Bank. Plante St Moran
PLLC, MiBiz and Michigan
Radio

/V -C
/ill

By Mallorie Rock
GVL Staff Writer

6VI / Matt Butterfield
Topping out: Sophomore Hospitality and Tourism Management major Alloon Morrow accepts her first place SI.500 award for her idea to open a hookah bar m Allendale

during the second annual 'idea Pitch Competition* put on by the Collegiate Entrepreneurs Organisation and Center for Entrepreneurship on Monday at the E bethard
Center

Student ideas pay off
Plans for a hookah lounge, sponge grips earn participants money prizes in CEO pitch
By Leslie Perales
GVL Newt Editor

Sophomore Allison Morrow is one step
closer to her dream of bringing a hookah
lounge to Allendale.
Morrow placed first in the second annual
Idea Pitch competition held by the Collegiate
Entrepreneurs' Organization on Monday.
"I feel incredible," she said. “I’m in shock
that it actually happened.”
Morrow, a hospitality and tourism
management major, said she plans to use

the $1,500 prize money to begin buying
and selling hookahs in the area. She will
use saved money from buying and selling to
open a hookah lounge in the area after she
graduates
“It’s been awesome." Morrow said of the
experience “It was really nerve wracking
the first time, hut the second time it was a
breeze.”
Five students made it through the
preliminary round and on to the final round.
Others among the top five were Geoff
Patterson. Garry Sanders, Elise Hans and
Tom Mort

Patterson, a junior and owner of
Responsible Boy Taxi service, took second
place. Already owning a business, his pitch
was focused on things he could do to help
improve service if he won.
Ml did really well." Patterson said.
The second place prize was $900. which
Patterson said will be used to help replace
the transmission that failed on one of the
company's two vans recently. Because of the
pnze money, his company can look forward
to adding a third van to the Responsible Boy
See Pitch, A8

Pell Grant raise may lower funding
By Laura Wasilewski
GVL Assistant Editor

Pell Grant maximum amounts
are increasing, hut Grand Valley
State University students may
lose $3 million in other financial
aid programs in the process.
Other programs may be cut to
pay for the increased Pell Grants,
resulting in less financial aid.
said Ken Fridsma. director of
Financial Aid at GVSU.
The
Bush
administration
raised the maximum amount by
$260 per student and is looking
to raise it by another $550 — to a
limit of $4,600 — next year, the
Washington Post reported Pell
Grants, which are based on need,
do not need to he repaid.
President George W. Bush has
not said how he will fund the Pell
Grant increases, but has talked
about removing financial aid from
other programs. Fndsma said
"The Pell Grant is just one of
those (financial aid) programs."
he said. "The Pell Grant alone
isn't going to cover education. It
doesn't cover the cost of tuition."
Programs such as Perkins
Loans, a low - interest student loan
and the Supplemental Education
Opportunity Grant, given to the
neediest students, may he cut.
Fridsma said.
GVSU students will gain about
half a million dollars from the
increased Pell Grant maximum,
hut proposed cuts would take
away about $3.3 million if the
other programs are deleted, he
said. Students may also have
a harder time getting loans, he
added.
“It doesn't do students much
good to have the small increase
in the Pell Grant when their loans
may be reduced." Fridsma said.
More than 4.000 GVSU
students receive an average of
$2,500 through Pell Grants, he
said. However, the increased
maximum does not mean all
students will receive the total
increase It all depends on need,
he added
Junior Riley Vaughn pays for
school entirely through financial
aid using loans and grants,
including the Pell Grant.
Already looking at about
$10,000 in loans waiting for her
when she graduates. Vaughn
would have no other choice but
to take out another loan to cover
lost financial aid. she said.
Junior Kaitlyn Ahrens receives
about S400 through the Pell
Grant and pays for the rest of her
education through loans and her
parents' assistance.
She said she likes the idea of
the grant increase, but not at the

expense of other programs.
"Who knows how much I
would get then," Ahrens said. “If
the amount of money is only so
much. I'm worried. That doesn’t
seem right."
Fndsma's advice to students is
to fill out the Free Application for
Federal Student Aid in a timely
matter. The FAFSA determines
how much money students
receive.
Because Pell Grants are based
on need, they are nonrencwablc.
Students must reapply each year,
re-establishing their eligibility
based on the FAFSA.
Students must also complete
the state student financial aid
form. The deadline for Michigan's
student financial aid is today.

Gon/alo Leiva will speak
about the aesthetic world view
in Chile under the dictatorship
of General Augusto Pinochet
when he visits campus today
Leiva. Professor of Chilean
history at the Universidad
Catolica de Chile, w ill deliver
the lecture “The HistoricalCultural Imagery of the
Chilean Military Dictatorship.
1973* !•••,"
exploring
photography and
images
created during the regime.
He will outline the official
rhetoric and actions used by
the oppressive leadership and
the ways artists challenged
these views.
The program aims to bring
awareness to people about the
Latin American population in
the country. According to the
last census. Latin Americans
are one of the largest growing
populations in the United
States.
JoelStillerman.coordinator
of the Latin American Studies
Program, was one organizer
who helped to bring Leiva
to
Grand
Valley
State
University.
“As a public university, it's
our responsibility to respond
to this (growing population),"
he said.
Combined with a personal
interest in Leiva's expertise.
Stillerman said bringing Leiva
to GVSU will give community
members insight into the
period of time during which
Pinochet was in power.
"Leiva
is
somewhat
unusual, hut important, in that
he frames the reality of the
penod through photographs."
Stillerman said.
Leiva
shows
the
photography
of
women
who were more artistic
in portraying the political
victims of the time, he said.
The
dictatorship
of
Pinochet also delves into the
history of the United States
and its involvement in Chilean
politics.
"The United Stales was
largely involved in bringing
Pinochet to power.” Stillerman
said. "In fact, for (a while)
half of our support was going
to bringing down the regime
that preceded (his)."
Leiva is most recognized

Granting education A Peil Grant increase adds $550 for some students
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Breaking safely
Whether traveling inside or beyond
the United States, individuals must
practice safety and common sense when
vacationing for spring break.
After endless hours of studying, midterms and take home
• tests, some students are preparing to hit the roads or airports
for a spring break getaway. While many have an agenda set
for their travels, they must remember to go about their fun in
a safe and smart manner.
Although some will spend their break volunteering on
mission trips, others will use the time to enjoy beaches and
nightlife. In doing so, travelers should be mindful of their
behavior and respectful to others in their environment.
Each year, more than 2,500 Americans are arrested abroad,
about half on narcotic charges, the U.S. Department of
State reported. Additionally, students have been arrested for
underage drinking, intoxication in public areas and drunken
driving, the Web site revealed.
These behaviors not only reflect poorly on the individual,
but on American travelers in general. Individuals must be
conscious of their alcohol consumption and stay within
their limits. Deciding in advance how much to drink and
refusing excess once the limit is reached will help avoid hefty
repercussions.
Vacationers should familiarize themselves with the laws of
the area they are staying in. This will help build respect and
trust among cultures in various vacation regions.
Travelers must also practice safety before reaching the
destination. If driving is required, they should be aware of
speed limits and regulations in other states. When traveling
long distances, drivers should remain alert and courteous
to others on the road to prevent car accidents and pricey
violations during the trip.
With increased airport security, vacationers should review
aircraft rules prior to boarding. Liquids of any kind cannot
be carried onto a plane, so passengers must put all such
products into their checked luggage. Complying with security
measures and procedures will help assure smoother travel.
By taking precautions and being mindful of behaviors,
travelers can maximize their spring break experience while
reducing needless risks.
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“When you have a target on your
back like we do, teams will play

YOUR INSIGHTS

What question would you like to see in the
Lanthorn as question of the week?

atf you could visit one
restricted place on campus,
where would you want to
go?"

alf you could eat dinner
with any three people, alive
or dead, who would they
be?"

"Why does everyone have
an ugly face in the winter
time?"

Malcolm Campbell

Amanda Butina

Jeff Wong

Meghan Moore

Sophomore
Business

Senior
Health Communication

Sophomore
Communication

Freshman
Psychology
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Enjoy your college time while it lasts
By David Ringler
GVL Columnist

Spring break is just around
the comer, and I hope that
you enjoy this vacation time
whether you choose to spend it
on scandalous beaches or here
in lovely Allendale.
Personally. I just realized
this is my last spring break
ever. This thrills me to no end,
and I plan to use my upcoming
time off to do some job
searching — a task that is as
tedious as it is daunting
The official countdown
to graduation has begun, and
if you are a senior as I am
counting the days until the end
of April, we have less than 60.
That proverbial Light at
the end of the tunnel has
arrived. Though I anticipated
it for some time. I find myself
blinded by the heat of it.
absorbed by it in a sudden
wash of stage fright
Employers expect resumes.

By Mason Nichols
Julia Braseth

Senior center for the women's
basketball team, about its recent loss to
Michigan Tech
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personal
stones
and lists
of people
to serve as
references.
And
though
I’ve
Ringler
worked
hard to
build a set of professional
skills desirable to an employer.
I feel awkward. I'm trying
to sell myself by sending my
resume out into the cold.
However. I remain
optimistic. Perhaps, I tell
myself, someone is interested
in paying me for my quirky
ideas and manufactured
enthusiasm. Perhaps a dash of
charm will land me a dream
job and a paycheck and a life
lived happily ever after
But still the thought of not
making it scares me to death.
I had my very first
professional phone interview

the other day. The job
description was my absolute
dream job.
The five minutes before
the scheduled call were
electrifying. I kept thinking.
“In five minutes someone will
ask me what I can do." Eight
years of working, studying and
networking gave way to the
reality of the moment — I was
merely a contestant.
The discussion lasted
for about an hour. 1
hyperventilated more
than twice. A prickly frog
developed in my throat
midway through the
conversation, and I could only
answer the questions asked
of me if 1 paced around my
apartment. Hailing my arms
about like an over-enthused
maestro
I was mildly disappointed
because my interviewer never
asked about my degrees. I
wanted to talk about them, to
convey the sense that I was

smart and I had accomplished
something.
But it turns out that
everyone who worked there
had a degree, casting a chill
over my excitement for
donning mine.
I felt the same way on my
21st birthday when buying
a beer for the first time.
The old man at the counter
never carded me that day.
and I felt somewhat cheated.
Nonetheless. I made note to
my interviewer of my degrees,
disclosing myself as a product
of Padnos Hall — a real halfassed scientist.
My advice this week is
to enjoy your spring break.
Dance under the moon and
frolic on sandy beaches Drink
in the memories before the cup
runs dry.
The time for spring break
will pass before you know it,
so live it up next week.

Fight to maintain your inner child, it's worth it

their minds out.”

The ultimate goal of the Grand
Valley Lanthorn opinion page it
to stimulate discussion and action
on topics of interest to the Grand
Valley Community.
The Grand Valley Lanthorn
welcomes reader viewpoints and
offers three vehicles of expression
for reader opinions: letters to the
editor, guest columns and phone
responses.
Letters must include the author's
name and be accompanied by
current picture identification if
dropped off in person. Letters will
be checked by an employee of the
Grand Valley Lanthorn.
Letters appear as space permits
each issue. The limit for letter

alf you could find out the
way you were going to die,
would you?"

length is one page, single spaced.
The editor reserves the right
to edit and condense letters and
columns for length restrictions and
clarity.
All letters must be typed.
The Grand Valley Lanthorn will
not be held responsible for errors
that appear in print as a result of
transcribing handwritten letters or
e-mail typographic errors.
The name of the author is usually
published but may be withheld for
compelling reasons,
The content, information and
views expressed are not approved
by nor necessarily represent those of
the university, its Board of Trustees,
officers, faculty and staff,

GVL Columnist

Some say I am too young
to reminisce.
This is not without
adequate reasoning as I am
merely 19 yean old.
Does that make me a boy
or a man? When does the
change from childhood to
adulthood actually occur?
Does it even matter'7
Of course it does.
As a kid, everything
seemed so simple. The world
wasn't expansive, nor was it
filled with billions of people
It consisted of only mom. dad.
our siblings and our friends
from school.
It was easy, even
comforting, for our lives to be
filled with so much freedom
and possibility. We were rarely,
if ever, bounded by the chains
of time, except for our required
attendance m grade school.
Yet even there we were
allowed our fair share of fun
through the one thing I miss
most about my days of youth

Because
of our
absence
of time,
life was
beautiful.
We never
had a
pressing
Nichols
issue to
worry about Often the most
important decision we would
make during the course of
the day was whether to eat a
chocolate chip cookie or an
Oreo as our after dinner snack.
Through all of these
comforts and luxuries, the
older and more mature
individuals in our lives
attempted to warn us that our
youth wouldn't last forever,
that we should enjoy it while
we had the chance.
The only problem with
this warning was we didn't
understand it We were too
young to comprehend just how
amazing our lives were By
the time most of us first began
to realize it, it was already too
late
Welcome to the world of

adulthood.
It is difficult to say when
the transition occurred, for it is
different for every individual.
However, at about the age of
12 or 13. everything started to
change
Playtime turned into
chores, chores turned into
homework and fun turned into
responsibility And all came
with more haste than could
truly be comprehended.
Before we knew it, we
were slaves to the concept of
time. It told us when to wake
up in the morning, directed us
into the shower by a specified
time, laid out where we would
have to be at any point in the
day and generally restricted us
from the carefree nature of our
childhood.
Now. this is not to say that
adulthood doesn't come with
its fair share of benefits. Along
with maturity comes many
of the dungs which make life
well worth living — gening a
driver's license, starting that
first job. the potential to pave
your own path to success m
life and much more

Even though we now have
all of these things, wouldn't
it be great to go back to the
days when worries were all but
nonexistent?
From time to time, the
child in all of us briefly
resurrects even if only to die
again shortly after. It may be
when we see the one we love,
play the game we adored as
children or eat that special
dish mom always made for us
when we were feeling down.
The trick is being able to
again capture that feeling by
any means possible and hold it
dear to your heart. If you can
accomplish this, you can enjoy
all the benefits of being an
adult while remaining a child
inside
Life is all about balance
Generally, if you can do dungs
in moderation, you will be
a happy individual. Thus. I
challenge all of you to find
the delicate balance between
childhood and adulthood
Once you find it. do everything
in your power to sustain it
The child within you will
be happy you put up the fight.

A&E

Michelle Pawlak. ABE Editor
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fILm & VIDEO
Institute uses films for world perspective
Urban Institute for
Contemporary Arts
rolls out series of
documentaries on
global issues
By John Faarup
GVL Staff Writer

The
Urban
Institute
for Contemporary Arts is
now hosting a film forum
once a month showcasing
documentaries that highlight a
number of hot button issues in
the world today.
The
films,
traditionally
documentaries, play at the UICA
and then they are broadcast as
part of the Independent Lens
series shown on PBS stations
across the country the following
month. After each screening, a
panel of experts and the attendees
convene for a discussion of the
film. The event is free.
"Black
Gold.”
debuting
March 6, is the latest film to be
part of the Independent Cinema
program at the UICA. The
documentary takes a close look
at the $55 billion-a-year coffee
industry and the effects it has
on the poor and disenfranchised
Ethiopian farmers who cultivate

the crop. Nick and Mark Francis
helmed the project as directors of
the hard-hitting documentary.
Daniel Ward, film manager
at the UICA. said Independent
Cinema films generate a lot of
interest and concern for the
issues they present.
"I think they are important in
that they address a lot of social
issues, and they provide a forum
for dialogue with people that
are experts in the area, people
that are very knowledgeable
about the subject." he said.
“With the panel discussions
afterward, listening to other
people and participating in the
dialogue, they walk away with
perhaps a little bit more than
they would.”
Ward said the last Independent
Cinema event attracted more
than 100 people, and he expects
the audience to keep growing
through word of mouth.
David Ellsworth, a visiting
professor in the film and video
department, said narrative and
non-fiction film can reveal the
human condition with a variety
of methods.
“One thing documentaries do
is put a human face on a statistic
or something someone might
have heard about." he said. “The
UICA is really important and

Courtrtf Photo / Irtn kUurm
Eye on culture: Ethiopian workers separate coffee beans in 'Black Gold.' a documentary about exploitation

one of the treasures in this area
providing that kind of access."
Ellsworth even offers extra
credit to students who attend
and report on independent
documentaries.
Following “Black Gold."
the next two films to run
are “Sentenced Home" and
“Knocking.”
"Sentenced Home” examines
the life of three Cambodians
who are ordered, against their

will, to be deported back to their
native land after the attacks of
September II, 2001.
“Knocking” examines the
life of two Jehovah’s Witnesses.
One is a holocaust survivor who
has lost his faith, and the other
is a young follower who faces
an ethical dilemma when his
faith begins to obstruct his need
for proper medical care.
Emily Maurin, marketing
coordinator at WGVU. said the

films are valuable because they
often focus on tough social and
economic problems, as well as
education.
The Independent Lens series
broadcasts every Tuesday night
at 10 p.m.
For
more
information
regarding
the
Independent
Cinema program at the UICA
or the Independent Lens series
on PBS. visit www.uica.org or
www.wgvu.org.

Vivid colors, music lure crowds to ‘Oklahoma!’
By Brandy Arnold
GVL Staff Writer

"Oklahoma!” thrilled the
audience during its Thursday
night opening at the Grand
Rapids Civic Theatre.
Energetic music, an
exuberant cast and vibrant sets
melded to personify western
spirit from the first note to the
final bow of this musical.
"Oklahoma!" tells the story
of Laurey and Curly, a farm girl
and a cowboy, whose romance
is threatened when Jud, a
farmhand, vies for the affections
of Laurey. A second story
line is of Ado Annie Carnes.

a ditzy flirt and her boyfriend
Will Parker, to whom she has
trouble staying faithful. Set in
the Indian territory of what is
now Oklahoma at the turn of the
century, the musical gives a look
into the lives of families during
this time period.
Although the sets and props
were architecturally simple, their
vivid colors combined with the
stage lighting provided a lively
backdrop for each scene.
The set crew did an excellent
job transitioning (he sets from
scene to scene. Transitions were
barely noticeable, maintaining
the audience's attention upon the
characters and the plot.
The cast proved it did not

need to rely on elaborate sets to
carry (he audience back in time
and into the heart of the story.
Animated facial expressions
and physical comedy charmed
guests throughout the show.
During slip-ups and prop
mishaps, the cast kept
composure, even incorporating
members into the scene for
added humor.
Nancy Wagner's portrayal
of Aunt Eller, the no-nonsense,
lovable mother figure was
excellent. Throughout every
scene her chemistry with the
other characters was obvious
and helped the audience believe
it was part of the story.
Kaci Hinkle, who played

Laurey. shined as her clear
soprano voice rang through the
theater. Her understated acting
was in seamless harmony with
her powerful singing.
Justin Nardecchia played
Ali Hakim, a gypsy peddler,
to perfection, mastering the
character's quirkiness and
foreign accent.
Andrea Mathews' huge
smile and childlike mannerisms
displayed the full comedic
potential of Ado Annie Carnes
However. “Oklahoma!" was
not all comedy. Steven Taber,
who played Jud. portrayed the
darker side of the musical. Not
a breath could be heard from
the audience as Taber thundered

on stage waving his gun and
threatening other characters. The
passion with which he delivered
his lines mesmerized the
audience, making guests forget
they were in a theater and not in
Indian Territory.
But it would be hard to pin
down the one cast member who
was the star of the musical. At
times it seemed the characters
were not able to convey their
entire range of talent and
energy. Each ensemble character
added to the showmanship and
spectacle that is a musical staple.
The orchestra conducted
by Wright McCargar and the
choreography by William
Schutte added to the magic of
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Division Arts opens new exhibit
Students from
area universities
submit their work
for display at arts
cooperative
By Brandy Arnold
GVL Staff Writer

Local
college
students
capitalized on the opportunity
to showcase their work Sunday
evening at the Division Area Arts
Cooperative.
The exhibition, titled "Theories
of the Collective Unconscious: A
Print making Exhibition," featured
the work of Evan Chamberlin, a
student at Aquinas College, and
Scott Travis, a Grand Valley State
University student
While Travis has presented his
work at shows outside the school
setting before, it was a new
experience for Chamberlin
“Everyone has been real
supportive," he said.
"It's
exciting to have people come in
off the street and ask about your
work."
He said it was beneficial to
hear opinions and interpretations
from people he did not know
"Your family and friends
will always compliment you."
Chamberlin said. " It’s nice to

hear honest opinions.'’
He said he enjoyed explaining
his pieces and his use of materials
to others.
Travis said one interesting
conversation he had was with
a jewelry maker who usually
showcased his work not in
galleries but as a street vendor.
“The man was from an older
generation and a different artistic
background." he said. “He had a
totally different perspective of my
work than someone who is more
familiar with a gallery setting."
Travis said he also enjoyed
sharing ideas and stories with
Chamberlin, as they knew little
about the art programs of each
other's school.
“His process is totally different
than mine." Travis said. "The
show demonstrates the way two
completely different bodies of
work can coexist.”
He said his pieces were
laspired by the work of writers,
such as Joseph Campbell, about
the collective unconscious. His
work tends to focus on concepts
within mythology as well, he
added.
Chamberlin said his pieces
were based on research he had
done on self improvement It is
an expression of people's journey
to better themselves throughout
their lives, he said.

Although their work is
different, he and Travis were able
to share the similar interests they
have in the art of printmaking.
Chamberlin said.
While he had never showcased
his work at the DAAC before,
Travis said he had attended other
art shows and concerts held there
The venue is a good artistic
resource, he said.
“It's a catalyst for social
situations, and it’s good for the
development of downtown Grand
Rapids,” he said.
Katie Brines, an intern at the
DAAC and show coordinator,
said the DAAC is unique because
it is a cooperative and doesn't
turn anyone away.
"We tend to make our money
from other ventures, such as
concerts," she said “So unlike
other galleries that must sell to
make their money, we can allow
for more controversial work
and experimental or emerging
artists."
She said the DAAC is open
to all new ideas and is always
looking for new submissions
Both Travis and Chamberlin,
who will graduate soon, said they
are not opposed to doing another
show at the DAAC.
For more information about
the DAAC or the exhibit, visit
http: //www. thedaac org.
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Featur'd artist Scon Travis (right) tabs with guests at the

Ovtson Avenue Arts Cooperative in Grand Xapids on Sunday
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this musical.
The music and choreography
sparkled during a dream
sequence that contained no
dialogue. Hinkle and Jeff
Alexander, who played Curly,
floated across the stage in a
beautiful ballroom dance as
their love for each other was
conveyed to the audience by
the strength and support of the
orchestra.
The production skillfully
mixes comedy, drama and
romance to provide the audience
with an enjoyable escape.
“Oklahoma!" runs
through March 10. For more
information visit http://www.
grct.org.

Four band lineup gives Kirkhof night of rock
Local bands entertain
an audience with
acoustics, vocals at
Grand Valley State
By AJ Colley
GVL Staff Writer

m
Four local bands converged in
Kirkhof Center Saturday night,
covering a wide span of music.
Rock ‘n’ roll, acoustic rock, indie
folk rock, hard rock and punk rock
Were all represented in bands Duffy.
Happy Hour. Forest Fire Likely and
The Skies Revolt. They played to a
Crowd that clapped along, tapped
their feet and. sometimes, just stood
still watching.
Duffy started the show with music
the band called rock ‘n’ roll and
acoustic rock.
Left-handed guitarist Eric Kehoe
leads the three-piece on vocals. He
and Bill Kahler. on keys, attend Grand
Valley State University, but all three
ve from the east side of Michigan.
Kehoe said the group has been
playing shows as much as possible,
but with drummer Joe Girolamo still
in East Michigan, it doesn’t play as
much as members would like. Next
year, with Girolamo starting at Calvin
College, the band hopes to play shows
once a week.
Duffy's friends Happy Hour took
the stage next, snaking red. green
and blue rope lighting through its
equipment to set the mood
Lead vocalist and guitarist Brent

Shirey said the band likes to split
bills with Duffy because their music
fits well together
Scott Jamnik. freshman film and
video major, said he enjoyed Happy
Hour's "mellow sound” and use of
harmonica.
Shirey said it is difficult to peg
what kind of music they play.
The problem with trying to
categorize us is that we go from
mellow sounds ... and then we'll go
to full on rock with electric guitars,
loud drums and loud bass." Shirey
said. "So it’s hard to really pinpoint,
but I guess the most accurate we've
come up with is indie folk rock with
a 60s influence.**
Playing in the lounge outside the
Women's Center, he said there were
awkward moments While holding his
guitar up to play, he hit an overhead
light, making it swing back and forth
until after the end of the song.
The band is used to playing
various places and "making it work."
Shirey said, but creating a mood is
not always easy.
"It's kind of hard to create a mood
when it feels like you're in an office."
he said.
But. Shirey. a GVSU graduate,
said Kirkhof provides a laid back
atmosphere and a good age group for
the band
Forest Fire Likely played third,
combining hard rock, metal and
progressive sounds. The band took
getting close to the audience a step
further, setting up most of its members
on the floor in front of stage.
The Skies Revolt, an indie punk

GVl / felly S*9*row
tantftastk Happy Hock band mombm Brent Shirey. Scott Rider and Scott Schultz play a set during Saturday night's Laker late Night at Kirkhof Other

bands that played Saturday night included Duffy. The Skies Revolt and forest fire Likely

rock band, played the last set with
four band members incapable of
standing still. Guitars were swinging
and band members utilized as much
space as they could
Because the show was thrown

together in less time than the bands
said they were used to. the campus
was decorated with flyers Thursday
and Friday.
Laker Late Night sponsored the
event.

For more information on the bands,
visit their Web sites. Duffy http://
www.duffyband.com.
http://www.
happyhourmusic.com.
http://www.
myspace.com/forestfirelikely, http://
www.theskiesrevolt.com

Mayer’s GR stop proves quality music experience
John Mayer sets the tempo
for his 2007 Continuum
tour in Grand Rapids
By Michelle Pawlak

GVLAABBdUor
John Mayer took the Van Andel Arena
stage Thursday to show the people of
Grand Rapids why he won two Grammy
Awards this year.
Mayer, who took home Best Male Pop
Vocal Performance and Best Pop Vocal
Album, is currently embarking on his
Continuum tour.
Up-and-coming artist Mat Kearney
opened the concert. Kearney's songs
have been heard on several television
shows including "Grey's Anatomy” and
"The Closer." Frankly, after seeing his
performance, behind pixilated screens is
exactly where his songs should stay.
Although the music itself sounded
good. Kearney and his band had as much
stage presence as cardboard cutouts and
a boom box. If there was a highlight to
the set. it would be "Undeniable” when
Kearney's hips — desperately muffled —
tried to break away from the statuesque
demeanor,
But as stated earlier. Kearney's sound

was decent — though rather predictable
— and he even added some personalized
flavor with a little rap about Grand
Rapids.
With Kearney's set wrapped up. the
crowd was prepared for Mayer. As the
lights dimmed and the band took its
place on stage, audience member leaped
to their feet screaming and clapping.
Mayer stepped out in battered jeans
and a checkered shirt — girls, you may
be happy or unhappy to know, he has not
cut his hair — accompanied by a seven
person band ending up with three guitars,
one bass guitar, one keyboard, drums
and two guys on brass (saxophone and
trumpet).
The real concert had begun.
Mayer's entire set. presentation and
quality followed a minimalist's simple
style.
Behind the band hung several Tetrislooking lights. As it played, the squares
lit up with different colors as the light
show added a few more on the stage. His
set added a bit of flavor without being
distracting
The band itself didn't over-perform in
any way. It felt more like watching a jam
session with eight of your friends on the
stage. Although sometimes the extreme
showmanship can work for a concert,
it would not have worked for Mayer's

music, so the band kept things simple.
It was nice to go to a concert and
know the high ticket cost is because of
the quality of the musician and not the
amount of pyrotechnics and half-naked
dancers on stage.
Mayer's set. about two hours long
including the four-song encore, spanned
his whole musical career hitting songs
from his albums "Heavier Things."
"Room for Squares" and his most recent
album. “Continuum.”
Another admirable decision on
Mayer's part was to play an album tour
and not just play songs from that album
all night. When artists do that, it is a
desperate plug and rather annoying. It
was good to see Mayer looking out for
what his audience would want instead of
his record sales.
The ultimate climax of the show,
which happened to be the end of concert
pre-encore, was “Gravity." The relaxing
mood of the song accompanied by a
guitar solo merged to create an almost
religious experience The stage was
flooded by white light and the energy in
the entire arena rose to an all-time high.
It was absolutely beautiful.
Based on Mayer’s career so far.
Grammy wins and performance in Grand
Rapids, it's safe to say he won't be fazed
out of music any time soon.

STUDY ABROAD

GVl ' Nkate Swater
Guitar Kara: Rock artist John Mayer performed to a sold out crowd at the Van

Andel Arena on feb 22
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Dull plot leaves ‘Astronaut’ grounded
‘The Astronaut Farmer’
By John Faarup
GVL Stqff Writer

Charles Farmer (Billy
Bob Thornton) is a former
member of the space
program who never got
a chance to become an
astronaut because of his
father's death. He returns
home and becomes a rancher
while still desperately
holding onto his lifelong
dream of entering outer
space.
Despite the large financial
burden placed on him and
his family, Farmer and his
son begin to build a rocket
in their barn.
Working at a rapid clip
to avoid the foreclosure
placed on his land by the
local bank and the snooping
nature of the FBI. Farmer
is determined to get his
project off the ground (pun
intended). Most of his
friends view him with a
quiet admiration, although
most also believe he is a
borderline lunatic with a
little too much time on his
hands. Never mind the fact
it would take billions of
dollars to build a rocket
powerful enough to exit the
atmosphere. Believability

is not this film's strong
suit (although not much is,
regrettably), and suspension
of disbelief is a must for this
feel good drama.
Examining the effect
blind ambition has on a
man and his family, “The
Astronaut Farmer" possesses
the odd qualities of being
emotionally poignant and
transparent at the same time.
However, the thinly
veiled themes of hard
work, self-esteem and
relentlessness begin to taste
sour after being constantly
hammered with the same
old shtick. and at times the
moments of inspiration are
almost too painful to take.
Lines such as “If we don't
have our dreams, we have
nothing” are uttered with
frighteningly regularity.
After a while, it becomes
too much to take, and any
sympathy held for the main
characters is gone as quick
as the rocket takes to launch.
Overall, the lack of a
genuine dramatic arc. the
paint-by-numbers acting
(come on Billy Bob. you
arc better than this) and
the Capraesque third reel
prevent “The Astronaut
Farmer" from becoming
anything more than a
pointless distraction.

Starring: Billy Bob Thornton, Virginia Madsen

By Michelle Pawlak
GVL A&h Editor

*• out of****
What you take out of this
film, is not what it intends — or
advertises — to give.
An "out of this world" plot
with a lead actor, who seems
as though he might be playing
himself, makes "The Astronaut
Farmer” a risky show.
In all honesty, this film is
about a rather demented man
who is so set on conquering
the skies that he'll drag his
family under to do it. Farmer,
who is not even portrayed well
by Thornton, is no man your
children should inspire to be.
However, there are characters
in this film worth seeing.
Audie, Farmer’s wife and
the backbone of the family,
played by Virginia Madsen,
gives the star performance.
Audie must deal with Farmer,
his antics, his wavering sanity
and the effects it is having on
their children. She is a strong
woman determined to be
supportive and encourage her
kids to dream. This film is more
a testament to her than a story
about a farmer going to space.
Eighteen-year-old Max
Thieriot. who played Farmer’s
son, Shepard, gave another
standout performance.

Courtesy M>oto i Warner Srm Pictures
Man on a mission: (Wty Bob Thornton plays Charles Farmer, a father building a rocket inside his bam. m The Astronaut Farmer *

Shepard stayed strong for his
younger sisters as his father's
dreams started to take effect.
Thieriot had to play a child
with youthful aspirations and
unwavering faith in his father
and the man of the house at the
same time, doing so with grace.

Watch out for Thieriot in
the next few years. If his career
takes off. it’ll do so before he’s
25 ... and his good looks can
only help him. Let’s just say I
feel relieved to find out he's 18
years old.
The movie covers a lot of

ground in less than an hour and
a half. It's not the inspirational
story of 2007, but it is
interesting and funny at times.
Don't spend the money at the
theater, but pick it up from
the video store when “Field of
Dreams" is rented out.

This Week in
DVD Releases:
MStranger Chan Fiction"
Starring: Will Ferrell.
Dustin Hoffman, Maggie
Gyllenhaal
Harold Crick, an IRS
auditor, is a man with a
method. Every day he wakes
up at the same tune every
morning, brushes his teeth
with the same amount of
strokes and goes to bed at
the same time every night.
That is until one day when
he starts hearing a voice
that dictates his every
action. Thinking he is crazy.
Crick consults a slew of
psychiatrists in an anempt
to diagnose his condition
Innocent fun, “Stranger than
Fiction" dares you not to cry
in this story that can only be
described as “heartfelt "
“A Cjood Year"
Starring: Russell Crowe.
Albert Finney
Director Ridley Scott, the
mind behind such classics
as “Blade Runner” and
“Gladiator." departs from his
usual stomping grounds to
work on a romantic comedy
that doesn't quite work
Russell Crowe plays a wellto-do trust fund baby that
tnes to spruce up his uncle's
property to be sold.

UIESTIDHHIGM

I
The Lanthorn would like to open up this
space to the creative minds on our campus.
Here we can showcase the talent among
us by printing photos, poems, short stories
and graphics submitted voluntarily. Those
interested in submitting something, email work samples along with name,
class standing, major, contact information
and a brief paragraph describing it to
arts@lanthom.com.
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Brought to you by Staffing Ini
Saturday. March 3°

nnui hirihc

Noon - 4:00pm

Concessions Cashiers

UltffRE
Fifth Third Ballpark
Inside the Pepsi Stadium Club

Servers
Cooks
Parking Attendants

4500 West River Drive
Comstock Park. Ml 49321

Ushers

Questions? Call 616-784-1182

Managers

'Looking (or applicants 18+. due to alcohol sales

“Tenacious D: The Pick of
Destiny”
•%

Starring Jack Black. Kyle
Gass
The neurotic Jack Black is
funny, but his one-joke gsg
begins to run dry in this
comedy shout two guys who
seek out s mythical guitar
pick stored in a rock-and-roll
museum Tenacious D fans
will undoubtedly find this
amusing, but all others are
advised to stay away at a
safe distance

Fifth Third
BALLPARK

ON THE WEB!
www.lanthorn.com

Staffing Inc.

Can't make it but you're still interested^
Cal Tiftany at 616-784-1182.
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Chilean
i >ntinued from page A3

for hi& research examining
the social and cultural history
of photography in Chile and
postmodern aesthetics in Latin
America.
His
recent
publications
include a piece on Chilean visual
culture. “Fotogratta y Conflicto
en el Campo Expandido de la

Hookah
continued from page A3

fleet sooner, he said.
Third
place
in
the
competition went to Garry
Sanders. Sanders pitched his
idea for a sponge grip.
"The sponge grip has two
main benefits.’* he said. “It
allows you to use the sponge
without actually touching it
and it provides you with a
built-in labeling system, so
that you can label a sponge for
different uses."
Sanders, a graduate student,
received a prize of $400.
Runners
up
in
the
competition were Elise Hans
with her idea for a compact
storage compartment for video
games and consoles, and Tom
Mort with his pitch for a
tool that will help cities and
townships take better care of
their water and sewer systems.
This year’s event began one
month earlier than last year,
allowing for less advertising

Estdtica Chilena” (Photography
and Conflict in the Expanding
Field of Aesthetics in Chile) and
the book “Luces de Modermdad"
(Lights of Modernity).
He also served as curator for
dozens of Chilean an exhibitions
in North and South America.
The lecture will be from 2:30
to 4 p.m. in rooms 215/216 of
the Kirkhof Center. It is free and

open to the public
The Latin American Studies
Program, the art and design
and history departments are
sponsoring Leiva't lecture.
For
more
information
about "The Historical-Cultural
Imagery of the Chilean Military
Dictatorship,
1973-1989,’’
contact Stillerman at (616) 3313129 or stillejo0gvsu.edu.

time, said CEO President
Brandon Reame. About 20
students
participated
this
year, up from about 17 who
participated last yeir, he
added.
Brent Reame. vice president
of CEO. said members .did an
awesome job and put a, lot of
effort into their ideas, resulting
in fairly close scores.
"My favorite idea was the
commercial production of bio*
diesel, presented by Jordan
DeVries at the semi-finals,"
Brent said.
The idea of bio-diesel
appealed to him because there
is a huge potential for it and
it can curb the United States’
dependence on foreign oil.
Brent added.
“Our judges were leading
entrepreneurs and business
people.
making
this
a
great networking event for
participants, spectators and the
judges," Brandon said.
Judges
for
the
final
competition included Trevor

Pawl, a CEO alumni, Daryn
Kuipers. a CEO alumni and
finance director of Spout,
com. Clint Mytych, CEO
of Eternal Image. Professor
Sridhar Sundaram of GVSU’s
finance department and Kim
Bremer of HR Development
JSJ Corporation.
"We learned a ton from this
year’s competition and are
looking forward to capitalizing
on the experience to make next
year even better." Brandon
said.
Next year the competition
will be in the fall, making
it possible for participants
to pitch their ideas on the
national level at the annual
CEO National Conference.
Brent said.
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Exclusive offer for GVSU students:
Get 300 free text messages a month for 12 months.
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Students activating a new line of service with a 2 year Agreement are eligible for 300 Free Text
Messages per month for 1 Year'

4 Bedrooms
■

Garage on some units
Walkout units
j
Daylight units
Free cable with lease
Washer and dryer in every unit
Professionally d
ed closets
Over 1600 square feet per unit

* Covered car ports
.’ * Walking distance of restaurants and grocery store
’ Bus stop, a few minutes walking distance
* GV$U AluTnm / Allendale owned and operated
y efficient. Green built buildings, resulting in lower utility bills
‘fticient windows and doors also resulting in lower utility bills
* Roommate profit service
• Walking path through woods
• H of a mile from campus

FREE ACTIVATION
Offer ends 4/10/07 Valid only at Grandvtlle and Alpine Sprint Stores Requires in store purchase and
activation of a new line of service

SPRINT STORE

SPRINT STORE

Century Center

Yorktown Center

Sunday ...................... 12pm 5pm

4S)3 Ivan rest SW

4044 Alpine Ave NW

Mon fri....................... 10am 8pm
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Grand Rapids. Ml

Sat .............................. 9am 7pm

6165)40300

616 647 2700
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The Grand Viley State Unwersity
trade teams v*B be represented
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Men's basketball
advances in GLIAC

LY
JD

Deadline
trades
improve
Wings’ stock

Lakers beat Ferris State for third time
this season, continue in tournament

at the national championships an
Boston by 21 studeru athletes
The competition, held March 9-10

By Marc Koorstra

By Brian Beaupied
GVL Staff Writer

GVL Stqff Writer

w« feature a total of 400 student-

flOBeies

©
Despite another 20-plus point
performance from Grand Valey
State Urwersity senior center Juka
Braseth. the women 's basketbal
team lei to Michigan Technological
Lfak*roty on Its home floor for
the second time this season. The
Lakers wi now wait to find out if
they receive a nod into the regional
tournament far a chance to defend
ther national championshfo.

For the third time this season,
the Ferns State Urwersity
men's basketbal team fel to its

For the second straight game, senior Mike Hall is celebrating
a victory over a rival and a career-high.
Hall followed up a 26-point outing on Saturday with a
game-high 20 points, including four 3-pointers, on Tuesday
night. His previous career-high in baskets from beyond the
arc was just two.
That effort helped the Grand Valley State University
men’s basketball team claim a 72-59 victory over Ferris State
University in the first round of the Great Lakes Intercollegiate
Athletic Conference tournament.
"This is when the season really starts.” Hall said. "Coach
(Wesley) has been looking to me to help lead the young guys.
We all know that we have a lot we can accomplish."
The win marked the first time in school history that GVSU
beat FSU three times in one season.
“I thought our energy level was better than it has been.”
said Laker head coach Ric Wesley. “We knew Ferris would
come in here ready."
Hall set the tone early with a 3-pointer on the Lakers' first
possession of the game. The Bulldogs kept things close early
on. but GVSU gained the lead thanks to its bench players.
Senior Dan Redder poured in seven straight points off
the bench, including an alley-oop dunk from classmate Kyle
Carhart. Senior Brian Arnold followed up with a 3-pointer to

GVL ( tolly togorow
Bringing it home: Junior center CaNtstus Eziukwu goes up strong against

a Ferns State University defender to make a layup during Tuesday night’s
game in the first game of the GLIAC tournament, the Lakers defeated the
Bulldogs 72-59

give GVSU an 18-8 lead.
Arnold, who did not see any game action in Saturday’s
matchup with FSU. totaled eight points in the first half.
“He’s one of our senior leaders that is in a tough role because
sometimes he plays and sometimes he doesn’t.” Wesley said
See Men's Bball, B6

counterparts from Grand Valey
State University One of the keys
to the 72-59 Laker victory Tuesday
night was the 29 points contributed
by the bench. Senior Dan Redder
led the way for his team with 11 of
the 29 bench points.

Lakers await their fate
Women will face a
committee, learn if team is
still eligible to compete in
March Madness tourney

©

The Grand Valey State University
men's tennis team extended its
wnrxng streak to four Tuesday
afternoon with an 8-1 victory

By Brandon Watson

against Hope Colege.

GVL Assistant Sports Editor

When high percentage and open shots
are not falling, winning against a quality
opponent becomes even harder.
The Grand Valley State University
women’s basketball team experienced
that first-hand Tuesday night.
In the opening round of the
Great Lakes Intercollegiate Athletic
Conference. GVSU fell to Michigan
Technological University. 63-57.
The Lakers, who finished the regular
season as the second seed in the NCAA
Division II Great Lakes Regional poll,
will now have their fate determined by
the selection committee. As reigning
national champions and a Top 25 caliber
team all season long, chances are good
GVSU’s national championship defense
is not yet over.
If losing the game was not hard
enough, the Lakers could be without
their spark plug. Taushuana Churchwell.
who suffers! a knee injury late in the
second half.
While head coach Dawn Plitzuweit
and her team do not know the exact road
ahead, they remain optimistic.
“I anticipate our kids will get a
chance to play again.” Plitzuweit said.
“I thought we played very, very hard
tonight, and our opponent just made
really tough shots.”
GVSU got to work early with an 8-2
run that forced a Michigan Tech time-out
less than four minutes into the game The
time-out proved useful for head coach
John Barnes and his squad. Sophomore
guard Alicia Schneider scored the team's
first nine points. A triple from freshman
guard Katie Zimmerman tied the game

GET YOUR

R
S
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www.lanthorn.com

MEN'S BASKETBALL
STANDINGS
Team | GLIAC | Overall
Grand Valley

15-3

25-3

Northern Michigan

11-7

18-10

Michigan Tech

8-10

13-15

Ferris State

8-10

10-18

Saginaw Valley

8-10

11-14

Lake Superior

6-12

9-18

Northwood

4-14

9-18

Findlay

17-0

?6-1

Mercvhurst

W

18-10

Wayne State

H

13-13

Ashland

8-9

16-12

Hillsdale

7-10

15-11

Gannon

4-13

9-17

—

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL
STANDINGS
Team | GLIAC | Overall
Grand Valley

14-4

21-7

Ferris State

13-5

21-7

Lake Superior

13-5

18-9

Michigan Tech

12-6

19-8

Saginaw Valley

8-10

11-16

Northern Michigan

5-13

9-18

Northwood

3-15 l *UL

Gannon

LUi

Httkdxi#

1.14JI
A*M

M0

14-13

i-15

6-il

■nr wi
Courtesy www gMac org

GVt / Chris hotter
Soaring senior: Julia Braseth shoots against Michigan Tech in the women s 57-63 toss on Tuesday

See Women's Bball, B6

Laker golf prepares for regional
By Brian Beaupied
GVL Staff Writer

Fresh off of its first Great Lakes
Intercollegiate Athletic Conference
title since 1999. the Grand Valley State
University men’s golf team is on par to
compete for an NCAA championship
this spring.
GVSU head coach Don Underwood
said his team's primary focus this spring
is its preparation for the Great Lakes
Super Regional tournament. The Lakers
earned an automatic bid when they won
the 2006 GLIAC title.
“We’re looking forward to the Super
Regional and hopefully a shot at the
NCAA championship as far as our long
term goals go.” he said. “We’re working
to improve our game, take things one
day at a time and to just he prepared for
the season .”
The regional tournament features
eight teams and there is no reward for
second place. Only the winner gets a
nod to enter the NCAA tournament,
which will be hosted at The Meadows
this May Underwood said all the teams
competing are ranked in the top 50 in
the nation
Before his squad can begin thinking

about the upcoming regional and a
potential spot in the national tournament,
it must get through an extensive non
conference spring schedule
“Our spring season is a little longer
than our fall, but is more spread out.”
Underwood said. “Right now it’s
just a matter of getting ready, getting
comfortable, gaining confidence and
performing the way we know we can.
This time of the year is hard, the guys
are looking forward to the start of the
season but it tends to be frustrating with
the weather.”
The team has two tournaments over
spring break that it will use to shake a
little rust off and get into the swing of
things, he added
Underwood said the spring campaign
carries with it a great deal of importance,
despite being against non-conference
opponents The tournaments the Lakers
will compete in have ramifications
toward the team's final regional
ranking
For many of GVSU’s athletic
programs, commitment, training and
conditioning are all terms that apply
year round, regardless of the weather.
For golf, this is no exception The team
has been conditioning, correcting swings

GVl Anhw* I K,t* Irown
Winning touch: Golfer Steve Larson shows off

h«s putting form at last season s tournament

and honing short games since January
“We’ve been using our indoor
facilities quite a bit. and we have a
workout program for each individual,”
Underwood said. "With the winter
layoff it can be frustrating not executing
like you would in the fall having played
the whole summer, but we expect to
compete We are going to try and prove
ourselves every time we step up to the
tee.”
The returning Laker roster, anchored
See Men's GoH, B6

Tuesday at 3 p m marked the
passing of the NHL's trade deadline,
and as the latest Fall Out Boy single
goes, this wasn't just a scene, it was an
arms race.
Maintaining tradition, several
general managers contributed to the
last second flurry of players, prospects
and draft picks swapping sweaters
And with a handful of big-ticket
rent-a-forwards
being moved on lo
contenders in the
west. Detroit Red
Wings General
Manager Ken
Holland, who
is notorious for
blockbuster deadline
deals, had to make
something happen to
compete
My boy Kenny came through in
fine form, yet again
With the San Jose Sharks adding
veteran sniper Bill Guenn to their
offensive repertoire and the central
division-leading Nashville Predators
acquiring arguably the most dominant
center of our generation in Peter
Forsberg, the Wings waded into the
trade market and made a deal for
winger Todd Bertuzzi. formerly of the
Florida. Panthers
The move may be skeptical to
some, but I beg to differ.
Bertuzzi hasn't played a game since
October due to back problems, but
that just means the Wings picked him
up a! a bargain Detroit sent prospect
forward Shawn Matthias and two
conditional draff picks to Florida in
return, allowing the Wings to bnng
in Bertuzzi. a perennial all-star when
healthy, without having to mess with
the general makeup of the team.
The draff picks cany the conditional
tag. meaning the better Bertuz/j
performs and the deeper the Wings go
in the playoffs, the better the draff picks
the Panthers get.
Even if the Wings go deep into
the playoffs, it shouldn’t sound
many alarms The powers that be in
Hockeytown are gurus at late-round
drafting. Budding young stars such as
Pavel DaLsyuk and Henrik Zetterheig
got picked up in the sixth round or later
Either way it’s a win-win situation.
When healthy. Bertuz/j is one of the
most dominant power forwards in the
league, using his 6-foot-3-inch frame to
bully around opposing defenders He
has 40-plus goal potential and provides
invaluable protection to the undersized
DaLsyuk and Zetterberg
Bertuzzi is bringing a little baggage
to Detroit. He is ridiculed by many for
his play style.
Some call it dirty, but I call it loyal.
Bertuzzi. while with the Vancouver
Canucks, ended the playing career of
former Colorado Avalanche forward
Steve Moore with a sucker punch to the
head. The hit caused Moore to smash
his head on the ice and suffer a career
ending concussion. However, many do
not realize is the hit was in retaliation
for a dirty hit earlier in the game on
Canucks captain. Markus Naslund.
Was the hit dirty? Yes. hockey is a
dirty game
Did he intend to end Moore’s
career? No. he was sticking up fur his
teammate
Lacking the presence of a power
forward dunng the last couple of
playoff mas may have been the reason
for the Wings early round playoff exits.
Past Red Wings enforcers including
Darren McCarty and Martin l^pointe
made their careen sending physical
messages to opponents and protecting
stan such as Sergei Fedorov. Brendan
Shanahan and Steve Yzerman With
Bertuzzi now on board, he can help
alleviate some of the pressure placed on
DaLsyuk and Zetterberg in the offensive
zone.
But after this season. Bettu/zi is an
unrestricted free agent
That also should he of no great
concern to Wing Nuts out there, as the
Wings have a number of potential free
agents with which they can work to
make room for Bertuzzi
Picking up Bertuz/i isn’t the only
move The Holland made before the
deadline The Wings GM also brought
in winger Kyle Calder from the
Chicago Blackhawks in exchange far
center Jason Williams
Calder is an energetic forward and
solid two-way player with goal-scoring
potential Look for him in find his
niche in Detroit alongside winger Dan
Cleary
This Red Wings playoff team is
more balanced than those in recent
years They have the offense, the gnt
and the defensive tenacity to make
some none come playoff time
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Men’s tennis team
serves Hope a loss

CluJj sports
Uphold GV
athletic
excellence

By Jeff Schipper
GVL Stuff Writer

By Matthew Verdonk

GVL Sports h.dttur
While many students
will leave the drab, wet
weather of Michigan for
warmer climates this
weekend. Grand Valley
State University sports
teams will be enveloped in
postseason competition.
The
basketball
teams in all
likelihood
will play
for regional
titles.
The
track teams
are sending
____
21 student- TsrisaS
athletes
to Boston at the end of
next week to compete for
national championships.
Neither are big surprises
considering how prolific
the varsity athletic
programs have become
across the board.
Somewhat lost in the
shuffle of that success are
two teams comprised of
athletes who receive zero
money for their athletic
endeavors.
The GVSU club hockey
and wrestling teams will
also represent GVSU over
break, pursuing national
championships in the
sports they play simply
because it is what they
love.
That is not to say varsity
athletes compete because
they get scholarships, but it
does say something about
the passion and dedication
student-athletes possess
when their only rewards
are the relationships they
form and the thrill of
success.
The hockey team is
competing in Fort Collins.
Colo, in its first-ever
national tournament, and
the road has been anything
but smooth.
Head coach Denny
McLean obviously has a
resilient group of guys.
They lost to Ferris State
University, a team they
probably should not have
fallen to, on Jan. 28 and
bounced right back to
tie two teams they will
compete against in the
national tournament.
Do not be surprised if
they advance out of their
pool.
The wrestling team is
on the opposite end of
the spectrum. Hockey
is in uncharted territory
while the Laker wrestlers
are heading down to
Dallas with the proverbial
bullseye on their backs
as defending national
champions.
A repeat would be no
surprise. In their regional
tournament over the
weekend, some of the
final matches to decide the
regional champion in each
weight class pitted Laker
versus Laker. When a team
reaches a pinnacle, it is
easy to get complacent.
Coach Rick Bolhuis
apparently hasn't let his
guys do that.
Both teams want to win.
A desire to be the best is
a vital part of being an
athlete and a competitor.
But no matter what
happens, there is no doubt
the hockey team will fight
until there is zero time
left on the clock. Players
did it in the regional final
victory against Central
Michigan University when
they came back from a four
goal deficit to tie the game
with about 12 minutes
remaining
There is no doubt the
wrestlers will grapple as
hard as they can until their
matches end. Competitors
do not last long on the
mats without the belief that
one is stronger and tougher
than his or her opponent.
And guaranteed both
teams will compete on the
level and with the class
people have come to expect
from GVSU athletics,
varsity or otherwise.
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On the move: Chris lUder brings the puck up the ice during the home game
•gainst University of lowa m an earlier game

GV hockey
prepares for
first title run
the Lakers will look to do against
specific opponents, McLean said
there are some general areas his
team must improve in order to
win.
“I think staying (Hit of the
penalty box is going to be the
biggest thing.” McLean said. "I
think
the other big key is going
By Kevin Vallance
to be to take advantage when the
GVL Staff Writer
other team takes penalties against
us."
In years past. Grand Valley
He said his goal is to cut his
State University club hockey
team's penalty minutes in half, and
players used the week of spring
convert 25 to 30 percent of their
break to relax and recuperate from
power play chances into goals.
a long, grueling season.
Another concern for McLean
This year, however, there will
is making sure his players stay
be no time for vacationing before
focused on the reason they made
they complete their first ever run
this trip, while still enjoying
at a national title.
themselves.
The Lakers' quest will begin
"The one thing that you want to
Wednesday in Fort Collins, Colo.,
make sure of is that they have fun
where the American Collegiate
at this so that they'll remember it
Hockey Association Division
for the rest of their lives." he said.
11
National
Championship
McLean will see how focused
tournament will take place
his team is Wednesday when it
The first round consists of four
takes on Miami in game one.
round-robin pools with four teams
The following day. the Lakers
in each.
will face off against tournament
GVSU was placed in Pool C.
host CSU, a game in which the
along with host team Colorado
Rams will have a distinct homeState University. Miami University
ice advantage.
of Ohio and Siena College.
The Lakers will huve to find a
The Lakers have the benefit
way to ignore the crowd and focus
of being familiar with two of the
(Hi matching CSU's intensity level
teams in their
if they want to
pool. On backwin.
to-back
nights
“When everything
“We’re going
during the first
to have to come
was all set with
weekend
of
right back at them
who we were going
February.
the
with the same
Lakers
played
to play, everybody
style of game
both CSU and
looked at each other they bring to us.”
Miami to 1-1
Morang said.
with smiles on their
ties.
McLean said
“We’ve
faces.”
he expects the
already seen a
first two games to
little bit of what
be very physical,
the two teams are
DENNY MCLEAN
and knows his
capable of,” said
GVSU HEAD HOCKEY COACH
players must be
senior
captain
ready.
Nate
Morang
"Both teams
"Colorado State
like to hit.” he
plays a
very
said. “So we're going to have
physical, fast paced kind of game,
to take some hits to make some
while Miami is more of a puck
plays.”
possession team.”
The final first-round contest
GVSU head coach Denny
for GVSU is slated for March 9
McLean said the previous
against Siena
matchups will give his players
If the Lakers emerge as winners
added confidence heading into
of their pool, they will play a semi
nationals.
final game the following morning
"When everything was all
against the winner of Fool A.
set with who we were going to
GVSU could face league rival
play, everybody looked at each
Michigan State University for the
other with smiles on their faces,"
fourth time this year in the semi
McLean said.
finals
While the Lakers are familiar
The Lakers are 0-3 against
with Colorado State and Miami,
the Spartans this season, but after
they will have no knowledge of
their latest matchup, many players
Siena until the two teams step
remain confident they could heat
onto the ice.
MSU if it came down to it.
McLean said he tned to learn
OVSU lost 3-1. but the Lakers
as much as possible about Siena,
kept the game close despite
but had little success. He will have
having seven players sitting out
to focus on making sure that when
with injuries
his team takes the ice, it is better
"Michigan State dressed their
prepared than the opposition, he
best lineup for the game against
said.
us.” Morang said. "We didn’t, and
"Ouyi that are ready for playoff
we were still able to compete with
hockey are the guys that are going
them.”
to win it.” McLean said. "You
The championship game will *
can’t worry about what the other
lake place on March 10. but before
team's going to do, you have to
the Lakers can look forward to that,
worry about what you do and not
they must take care of business in
make as many mistakes "
the first round
While there are certain things

The Lakers will face
off against Miami
University of Ohio
for game one in
Colorado Wednesday

The Grand Valley Stale
University's men’s tennis team
routed Hope College Tuesday
at the Dr Win Tennis Center m
Holland. Mich.
Backed by another strong
performance from the doubles
teams, GVSU managed to take
down its NCAA Division III
opponent by a seine of 8-1.
The three doubles teams
compete in their matches before
beginning singles play.
"Doubles have continued to
play stmng and ore starting to play
very solid.'' said GVSU tennis
head coach John Black. The
teams are finally meshing together
and playing solid tennis ”
The young tandem of Matt
Globerson and Alex Switzer
showed they are developing some
chemistry at the No. 3 doubles
position and gnnded (Hit an 8-6.
GVSU senior Adam Sandusky
took (Hi Hope's Stephen Malvit/ at
the No. I singles spot. He stomped
his opponent in straight sets 6-3,62. Fellow senkH Justin Sauetbrey
teamed with freshman Patrick
Troy at the No. 2 doubles position
and dropped their opponents 8-4.
Troy could not carry the
momentum from his strong start
in doubles to his singles match.
He was the only leaker unable to
beat his opponent on the day and
fell in a long, three-set match with
John Schlot/4-6.6-1.5-7.
The senior leadership and
advice from the team'sexperienced
vets helped the young Lakers
improve after a slow start.
"Seniors Adam Sandusky and
Justin Sauerbrey are both doing
an excellent job stepping up.”
Black said. "They're really taking
the younger players and showing
them what needs to be done ”
Brock Plannger prevailed
agaiast hope's Zach Huber in
another tough, three-set match 75.4-6,64
“At No. 4 singles. Bnxrk
pulled out a tough third set to
win.” Black said. "It was his first
three-set match in college that he
won. This was a very good win for

him lo pul under his belt.”
At the No. 2 singles position,
freshman Tony Dang's match
was decided by an injury to his
opponent John Gardner The
match ended in the second set
after the thud game when Gardner
elected to retire Dang dominated
the first set 6-1 and was ahead 2-1
in the second.
Next week, the Lakers travel
lo Orlando. Fla. fur some outdoor
matches.
"We're going to gd a lot
of match competition against
stronger teams." Black said. "The
learn will also begin to get used
to playing outdoors in warmer
weather. We also want to see the
continued improvement of our
players.”
GVSU sits in thud place in
(he Great Lakes Intercollegiate
Athletic Conference, behind
Mercy hurst College (3-1). and
Ferris State University (64). 2-0).
GVSU heads into spnng break
with a 5-2 overall record and
opens conference play on March
16 at Noithwood University.
Northwood is ranked #8 in NCAA
Division II.
The team will kx* to take
whatever momentum it can build
in Honda into conference actkHi
"The guys are excited starting
this new win streak” Black said.
‘They’re waking real hard and
getting some good results."
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GVSU track will be well-

*

represented at nationals

l

The Laker track team*
will have 21 of their studentathletes in competition at the
national championship meet
held March 9-10 in Boston.
On the men's side. Garron
Lucius will compete in the 60meter hurdles. John Collinf
will run the 800-meter event
while Nate Peck and Ryaa
Holm qualified in the 5.000meter run.
Nate Miller and Ryan
Rude mac her will represent
the team in the high jump
and long jump, respectively.
Bryant Wilson will compete in
the pole vault, while Charles
Smith and Nick Natale go to
work in the weight throw.
For the women, Mandi
Zemba will run in the 5,000meter event and team up with
Ashley Jager. Susie Rivard,
Katherine
McCarthy
and
Macaela Mayer in the distance
medley relay. Rivard will
also run the mile. Candio^
Wheat will sprint the 60-metfe^
hurdles.
Stacey Kandas will join
Zemba in the 5.000-meter run.
Maegan Doyen and Heather
VanderSlik will both compete
in (he high jump. Rachel
Duthler. Lindsey Jones and
Dianna Noonan will represent
their team in the pole vault
while Kathie Posa and Emil^
Fox compete in the weight
throw.
.

_
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Grand Raggidy Rollergirls
compete at DeltaPlex

GVl Arthfvf I Abby Fo>
Serving It up: Kyie Dehne keeps his

eye on the ball in a match against
Southern Indiana last year

The SLmU, MMti'ic and Brawl
Spring Season-Bout No. 4
will be held at the DeltaPlex
Entertainment
and
Expo
Center on Saturday at 7 p.m. ;
The Grand Raggidy Rollqfc
Girls LLC is an all-female
roller derby league based io
Grand Rapids. The Roustabout
Rollers will try to knock off
the undefeated Blue Collar
Broads
Tickets
purchased
ii£
advance cost $10. while those
bought at the door cost $ 15. *

You Have The

Strength To
Heal!

TEXT

& Register to
WIN an iPod

NURSE

to
STRONG
(787-664)

For official rutos visit www riproad com/army html

• Up to $30,000 cash bonus
• Up to $50,000 student loan repayment
• Over $ 1.300/month ADN/Diploma to BSN
Stipend Program
• State-of-the-art medical facilities and
equipment
• Travel opportunities and great assignments
available
• 30 days of paid vacation earned annually

Become an Army Nurse Today!
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Man. I love Duke, but I have lo go with the Tar Heels
here The Dukic« don't have the uuidc (coring we've
teen in the peat, and Tyler Hansbrough ihould have
another Mg game If Duke has a shot, it has lo come
from Josh McRoberu and Orcg Paulus Look for UNC
freshman sensation 1> Lawton to have a breakout game

W iIi/ihi i. ilii
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■ u amiii ill* 4

mil v .iihl g.oc Mu

Jlniui ill lit* y 4 mild It.null. I i.u I ill I >i 4 4 ililvt Ik iiiti
1.044 this Ihi II fill! IIOIIKll.il hill I < I \ »4 |||»|V III}' lot till
ovi'i.ill No I seed in llh Hi)- Game, f Iom jmiih: hot
hm fth (Hunts laleril takes over Lite hi llu game
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Trill blew mil llu- ( avi. tiilitr tins season. Mil this
game is HUGH ill the A( V. 4s second place in the
cordi-icikc tournament is on iM* line Cavs guard vino
ssf Sew Singletary and J.K Reynolds have beat big all
>eai, hm ilo not muni oul /iihian IXwvitcll and Vs Tech
Vnginu u looking lo gel revenge from llh Kaimg the
llokie* gave ilwm earlier. Ihsiir. Ilookie. Mookte High
prevails fm the wumu sweep’*

Va firch MV Virginia 7?

■

♦

The Blue Devils made short work of St. John's over
the weekend, but the buck stops than Even with high
scorer Greg Paulus. this team won't be able lo cash in
a win against the Tar Heels Ladies reading (Jus sports
section — tius is k good chance to score points with
your man Even if you're not into hoops, snuggle up for
(Ms one to sneak a peek at No. 22 Wet Miller

I’llll up dli ItlMIII' tostcl .lllil llli« iMIC 1% .1 III) Im.IIUCI
IM- Imys Im k Washington docsn t look as picliv
imi p.if* i but il doesn't me.in I < I .A xbi Mill In 14.oiik‘
picp.ncil Cougar %|o44 static! A.uoii lt.iyiM-4 emplCii

N. Carolina 66, Duke 62

I l( I A 5M. Washington Si S I

Va lech X4. Virginia 78

If there is one thing Duke has shown college basketball
fans this year, it is dial the loss J J. Reddick hurt more
than they had hoped, and they just do not have what it
takes to make a run deep into (lie NCAA tournament
The Blue Devils could not take care of UNC on its home
court in early February, and I haven't seen anything
since lo convince me they will be able to go into Chapel
Hill and exact some revenge It's fine. Brush it off. Get
cm’ next year.

I •< I.A gist managed lo sneak by llu- ( otigurs ai Pauley
Puv ilhon hack in laic IX'ccnilk-r Washington Slate may
not have (lie 'Coring (he limin' do. bill it does have
llu; bc'l '• oiii>|’ defense in die Par, Ml I lu- < migar
lailhlul 4ic going lo tv going banana' A volid defciiMVC
performance will cam Delink Low and company die

Ah. nvaliy games F.vcn though Kxti teams ate in the
middle of the ACC pack. this one will still M* good. Ihc
lb>kies have u more potent offense. hut what ihey don't
have is Jason Cum cleaning glass io ihe tunc of seven
a*Mkinds jvi conlctcncv game Plus, il’s hi Charlottes' die
and I can gu.uantee the trouncing die Cavaliers received
in Blacksburg a couple weeks ago is still trmh ui then
minds

N. Carolina 73, Duke 68

Washington Si 60, UCLA 57

I. isl Weekend 44 llll .1 S4J'0|t lllgtl I I atlll.MX Il ItOMlds

II. 14 IKS .111(1 tC.IIIIIU.MC |X rill k I 1144 |MSC .III
threat. Iiul (In'll tram will tv upstaged

Ul'lllc

upset

OK. WaMadamus. we’re delunu-lv lighting You may
be first in line mi nur liM. Mu it's cleai you mentally
robbed me of my predictions beforehand Instead of
uMcniiomdl) disagreeing with you. Cm sticking to
my t uns and cheerk-admg for Va Tech anyway llu
llokies propelled themselves to a win over Miami
Saiurrlay, and while they re the underdogs in this
giunc. I'm thiowiug them a Mmc.

Virginia 7d. W Tech 75

■I

.4
\

Much like AJ Gore's utility Mils, Duke is on the rise.
After surviving the train wreck that waa die middle put
of their season, it seems Coach K has his learn focused
once sgatn. I've got "An Inconvenient Truth" for (lie
rest of you: the Blue Devils will win (Ms one

Ilk- Cougar VIony IlcniicM has lumed hi dn
ioaclung pcrtoiiinuHC ol the year thus lat and 4vc
all kno4V \4hat that elImi has earned him . a major
distraction lor his team Will Ik- slay ' Will he leave'*
MayM- the ipiesiion won't he posed as often idler his
learn loses lo IJC’LA again

Bitnight into the ACC as u fnolball school. Virginia
Tech is |iroving il cun hang on the hardwood as well.
Ihc llokies have played some of the mt*sl cutting ball
I liavp seen all year and tM*> shouXjini'h strong going
into the UMimey

Duke 71. N Carolina 67

I 'CLA M. Washington Si 5M

Va Tech 7d. Virginia 64
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Organization poses alternative
trip opportunities for students
Alternative Breaks
offers spring trips
to 15 different
locations for
volunteer work

■Alternative Breaks provides * unique
experience for every individual, yet all of us
who have gone an a tnp—or several ■ always
want to come back for mure *
Jenni Clark
Participant on Affordable Houau^ 100A
Swe Leader for Huiqpr and Homelessness 1007

By Laura Mazade
GVL Laker Life Hditor

J ‘Altenudvc Break. it no< fu.t another door at (.rand
I
|
|
I
I
I
J
J

Valley for trudrmi to open, learn and expenenre, but it
abo a window that allow* ua to tee that we already have
Mimeihinn to offer and a difference to make.*
Margaret Mimnaugh
Participant on Youth and Education loot
Participant on Native American Culture 100A
Spring Break Site Leader for Animal Right. too?

* Through the aorta! experiences, reflection! and handa-on«cmc»
profect a, I have learned a great deal about myiell. my ability to
work in groups and my capacity to help others.*

"My trip last year really
opened my eyes to a new
culture It was an
amanng opportunity to
interact with the people
and have a chance to
hear their stones *

Sara Yollmk
Dominican Republic
loot

Tijuana 1007
Ashley Ott
Participant on Rural Ifoverty loot
Site Leader for Hunger and homelessness too*
Site Leader for Domestic Violence *007

•

GVl Graphic / trad Di Benedetto
Across the country; Students from GVSU will participate m volunteer tnps with Alternative Spring Breaks and Campus Ministry

Campus Ministry packs
its bags for mission trips
yourself in a new element.” said
Kristen Heilman, a point leader for
Campus Ministry, who will embark
on her third trip this year. “It’s also
a way to challenge your spiritual
walk.”
The student-led trips include
a point leader and support leader
at each location who take care of
group dynamics, communication
with students and are responsible
for everyone on their tnp.
Heilman said the tnps are a great
way to leam more about different
cultures.
Junior Nicholas Tejchma said he
wanted to participate in the mission
trips to make new friends and
help people His best experience
was working with the homeless in
Denver last year, he added.
“It opened my eyes working
one-on-one with the homeless."
he said. “It's different than how
America views poverty. Those
people arc just like everyone else "
Tommy Van Cleave, spnng
break coordinator far Campus
Ministry, said now is the time for
students to leam how to give back
“We live in a me-me-me
culture." Van Cleave said. “It’s
better to leam now when we have
the time because it gets harder as
we get older "

: More than 300
• students will travel
to locations ranging
from Jamaica to
Seattle to volunteer
By Kelly Garrett
GVL Stqff Writer

Sleeping on cement floors,
church pews or in circus tents and
working eight-hour days is not
what all college students dream of
for then spnng break.
On this year's mission trips.
Grand Valley Stale University’s
Campus Ministry participants will
do just that during their vacation.
With a total of 17 locations
ranging from Seattle to Jamaica.
366 students will volunteer their
time rather for a cause.
This year, travelers on a womenonly tnp to Knoxville. Term will
work with other women who were
thrown out of their homes because
of pregnancy or drug abuse
Other students, such as those
. going to Mississippi, will help
; rebuild the homes and lives of
; Hurricane Katnna victims.
“It's a great way to challenge

This year’s interviewing process
exceeded expectations of turnout.
Van Cleave added.
Students wanting to participate
had to sign up during the first week
of November to reserve a position
on a spnng break trip.
This year, students lined up at
2 a.m. to sign up and by 9 a m..
200 people were there for the firstcome. first-serve basis of the trip.
Van Cleave said.
To help Campus Ministry
participants get to their destinations,
local churches donate care packages
and local businesses help train
them, he said.
Lowe’s in Grandville. Mich, is
one business that helps train students
on mission tnps with constructionrelated tasks. Losve’s also donates
materials the participants may need
while rebuilding homes, schools,
shelters and hospitals
Van Cleave said the best part
about getting involved in the
mission tnps are the words of
encouragement received from
those who have been helped.
“It's not just a week thing, it’s
a lifestyle." Van Cleave said. "The
problems won’t end when we leave,
but hopefully they will be less.”

Transporting
cougars
is
only one highlight of Margaret
Mimnaugh s spring break vacation
this year.
As a site leader for Alternative
Spring Breaks* Animal Rights
trip, Mimnaugh and 10 other
participants will help transport 72
cats and cougars out of a refuge
center.
“It'll be a new experience,
but I trust that we’ll be safe.”
Mimnaugh said. “We'll also be
working with the animals that are
neglected, abandoned and abused
that are brought to the refuge
center."
Mimnaugh is one of 200
students participating in the 15
spring break trips this year.
Crista K inter, coordinator
of Alternative Breaks, said
participants in Alternative Spring
Breaks have a drive to continue
helping others and addressing
issues in their local areas.
“We as college students have
a big opportunity to make a
difference. " Kinter said. "When
you bring that back with you, you
also bring it back to Grand Rapids
and this area to show what can be
fixed and to continue change for
the better ”
Most of the participants help
communities plant trees, clean up
trails, build shelters, learn about
the environment, work with kids in
day care or after-school programs
and work with teachers to create
education based activities. Kinter

added.
A fee of $250 is required to
participate in Alternative Spring
Breaks, which covers food, gas
and lodging.
For Mimnaugh. who has
participated in four tnps. the fee
is a small price to pay for the
experiences she gamed during her
trips.
“One of the first things people
say who haven't been involved in
Alternative Breaks is. Why would
you want to pay to volunteer for
your college spnng break?"' she
said. “But why wouldn't you? It's
nothing compared to how much
you gain.”
Amota Tejchma.
a
site
leader for this year's Health and
AIDS trip, said the missions are
enjoyable, and made her realize
how important it is to help others.
"It’s an inexpensive vacation,
but turns into more," Tejchma
said. “Once I started volunteering.
I met and understood the people
that we helped. It’s a moving
experience."
For new participants, site
leaders help prepare their group for
what to expect at the locations
“As the site leaders, we
understand that new participants
might be a little apprehensive,
but we try to make them feel
comfortable.” Mimnaugh said.
Before participants set out. site
leaders review what to pack, how
much money is needed and the
importance of being open-minded
and willing to experience new
things.
“We teach them how to have
an understanding for working
with new people and realizing one
of the great things in life is the
adventures we go on." Mimnaugh
said. “We let them know what a
great time we're going to have
that other people probably won't
be doing."
See Alternative, B6
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Career workshop to aid
undeclared students

A workshop for students
who are undecided about
their majors and minors will
take place cn March 12 and
19 from 2 to 3 p.m.
“Career Planning and De
cision-Making Seminar" will
focus on career testing and
current job market informa
tion to help individuals de
velop a career plan.
Participants must sign
up for both sessions at the
Counseling and Career De
velopment Center in Room
204 of the Student Services
Building.
Tea Party to facilitate
discussion

Students, faculty and staff
will join together to combine
a tea party with discussion
of literature, politics and re
form.
The Women’s Center Tea
Parly will be March 13 from
3 to 5 p.m. in the Women’s
Center, Room 204 of Kirkhof Center.
There will be entertain
ment, food and an opportu
nity for interaction among
diverse women. Participants
must RSVP by calling the
center at (616) 331-2748 or
bye-mail at womenctrQgvsu.
edu.
Workshop to help improve
academic performance

“Mastering Your Memo
ry," a power learning work
shop, will be March 13 at 4
p.m., presented by the Peer
Education Program.
The workshop is peer fa
cilitated and interactive to
point out common student
pitfalls and solutions proven
to enhance academic perfor
mance.
To sign up for the work
shop, contact the Counsel
ing and Career Development
Center at (616) 331-3266.
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It's now time to apply for financial aid for the '07 - '08 school year
Use your federal PIN to file your Renewal FAFSA online at:
www.fafsa.ed.gov
The 2007 Spring/Summer application will be available on our website:
www.gvsu.edu/financialaid
Note: Spring/Summer semester financial aid Is based on the 06 -'07 FAFSA form

Questions?
Contact Financial Aid Office
100 Student Services Building
finaid gvsu.edu
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World markets fall after Chinese stocks
plunge 9 percent, biggest drop in a decade
By Elaine Kurtenbach
AP Business Writer

AP Photo / Min l RimmM
Weighty worth Janette Ellens, of McBam. and her mother Jearwe Culver, of Bear Lake, talk n McBatn. Mtch . on Fed 21, about

their sister and daughter Juanita Richardson, who died m June 2006 after a fall from a cliff at Pictured Rocks National Lakeshore

Mich, husband charged
in his wife's fatal fall
By John Flesher
Associated Press Writer

MUNISING. Mich. (AP) - In
the final moments of her life.
Juanita Richardson took in the
view from atop a tire-lined cliff
overlooking Lake Superior and the
rocky beach 140 feet below.
Countless others had done
likewise since Pictured Rocks
National
Lakeshore
was
established four decades ago in the
Upper Peninsula’s Alger County.
But one day last summer. 43-yearold Richardson became the only
person ever killed in a fall from
one of the lakeshore's towering
precipices. Police believe it was no
accident.
Thomas David Richardson
is charged with murder and
manslaughter, accused of pushing
his wife to her death in apparent
hope of collecting more than
$240,000 in life insurance payouts
and continuing an affair with
another woman.
A preliminary hearing begins
Wednesday in Munising, where
a district judge will determine
whether the evidence justifies a
trial. Thomas Richardson, who
spent his 45th birthday Tuesday in
the county jail without bond, says
he’s innocent
”He did not kill his wife,"
defease attorney Jason Elmore
said.
The case has spawned rumors
and gossip around the Lower
Peninsula village of McBain.
where Juanita Richardson was a
secretary at the high school. Her
husband, raised in nearby Cadillac,
was most recently a Federal
Express truck driver. The couple
lived in a riverfront house in rural
Missaukee County.
"I truly fed that people need
to step back from it and let the
justice system do its job.” said Deb
Dahlstrom. Thomas Richardson’s
sister.

SHANGHAI. China (AP) Chinese stocks plunged nearly
9 percent Tuesday, their biggest
drop in a decade, rattling markets
from Hong Kong to Singapore
and as far away as New York
amid fears of a slowdown in
China’s economy.
Investors were also spooked
by comments Monday from
former
Federal
Reserve
Chairman Alan Greenspan, who
said a recession in the U.S. was
"possible" later this year.
One day after sending
Shanghai's benchmark index to a
record, investors dumped stocks
to lock in profits amid speculation
about a fresh round of austerity
measures from Beijing to slow
the nation's sizzling economy.
The Shanghai Composite Index
tumbled 8.8 percent, or 268.81
points, to close at 2,771.79, its
largest decline since it fell 8.9
percent on Feb. 18, 1997, at the
time of the death of Communist
Party elder Deng Xiaoping.
Meanwhile, the price of oil
fell on speculation that a slowing
Chinese economy would slice
ink) demand for fuel. A barrel
of light, sweet crude was down
56 cents $60.83 in premarket
trading on the New York
Mercantile Exchange
"The (rumors) that China is
going to impose a capital gains
tax resulted in regional markets
falling." said S. Sharath. an
analyst with MIDF-Amanah
Investment Bank in Kuala
Lumpur. Malaysia, where the
benchmark index tumbled 2.8
percent.
But Greenspan's comments
also took a heavy toll on Asian
markets
"Our economy is also
dependent on the U.S. economy,
if there is adverse news, exports
from our country is going to
drop." Sharath said.
In Hong Kong, the benchmark

Hang Seng Index tumbled 1.8
percent,
while
Singapore's
Straits Tunes index sank 2.3
percent. Markets in Japan and
Taiwan, however, registered
only modest declines.
The plunge spilled over to
New York, where the Dow Jones
industrials tumbled 416.02,
or 3.29 percent, to 12.216.24.
In London, the FTSE-100
dropped 2.31 percent, France's
CAC 40 dropped 3.02 percent
and Germany's DAX lost 2.%
percent.
Major
Latin
American
markets closed sharply lower
Tuesday In Brazil, which
depends heavily on exports such
as steel, soy beans and iron ore.
to China. Sao Paulo's Bovespa
index finished off 6.6 percent.
Mexico City’s IPC index shed
5.8 percent, the IPSA index in
Santiago. Chile ended down 5.0
percent, while in Buenos Aires.
Argentina, the MervaJ dropped
7.4 percent. Chinese share prices
doubled last year as investors
piled into the market following
the completion of shareholding
reforms that helped to reduce
worries over a potential flood of
shares entering the market.
But stocks have been
extremely volatile this year, with
the Shanghai index notching
one-day drops of 4.9 percent and
3.7 percent in January _ before
recovering to hit new highs. On
Monday, it closed at a record
3.040.60.
Tuesday,
market
heavyweights plunged on heavy
selling by institutional investors,
which in turn spooked retail
investors who decided to cash in
their recent gains rather than risk
losing them in a severe market
decline.
"The most important reason
for today's decline was pressure
for profit taking." said Peng
Yunliang. a senior analyst at
Shanghai Securities. "People
viewed 3.000 as a psychological
benchmark. It's understandable

they might want lo pull back
after the market hit that peak."
China’s economy last year
grew 10.7 percent _ the highest
rale since 1995 _ and a central
bank report at the beginning
of the year estimated it would
expand 9.8 this year.
On Monday, banks were
required to raise the amount of
money they must hold in reserve
to 10 percent from 9.5 percent,
reducing the amount available
for lending. Authorities had last
raised the reserve ratio on Jan.
15. The government, worried
that excessive borrowing could
trigger a debt crisis, also raised
interest rates twice last year.
In Europe, companies with
exposure to Asian markets led
the declines.
BHP Billiton, the world’s
largest
mining
company,
declined 4.8 percent to 1066
pence. Rio Tinto Group, the
third biggest, lost 4 percent to
2824 pence.
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Searching tor answers: Michigan State Police Troopers and Michigan
Department of Natural Resources Conservation Officers search for the body of
Juanita Richardson m June 2006, at the Pictured Rocks cliffs in Mumsmg, Mich
Thomas David Richardson is charged with murder and manslaughter, accused of
pushing his wife to her death in apparent hope of collecting more than $240,000
in life insurance pay outs A preliminary hearing began Wednesday in Munising

Juanita Richardson's sister.
Janette Ellens, and their mother.
Jeame Culver, agreed but said
they'd been suspicious since
learning of the June 22 death. The
Richardsons’ 25-year marriage
was often tense, they said.
"They were yelling at each
other all the time.” Elleas said.
Elmore acknowledged Thomas
Richardson had an affair in the late
1990s and briefly left home, but
said the couple reconciled and their
relationship improved.
Ellens. 42. and her family live
a half-mile from the Richardson
house. The sisters were always
“tight as could be" until the last year
of Juanita's life, when she became
distant for reasons that remain

diversity

unclear and then relationship
soured. Ellens said.
Their estrangement, she said, is
her biggest regret.
"Something wasn’t right,"
Ellens said.
Alger
County
Prosecutor
Karen Bahrman and Sheriff David
Cromell declined comment. But
a probable cause affidavit tiled
by Sgt. Anthony Grahovac of
the sheriff’s department outlined
the state's case against Thomas
Richardson
Investigators learned Thomas
Richardson had physically and
verbally abused his wife, the
couple was heavily in debt and
Juanita Richardson was planning a
divorce, the affidavit said.
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Overweight 8-year-old sets off
child obesity debate in Britain
By Thomas Wagner
AaBoctaled Preu Writer

LONDON <AP) - A mother
who feared the might loae custody
of her obese K year oid ion unleu
he Inst weight was allowed to keep
the boy after striking a deal Tuesday
with social workers u > safeguard hts
welfare
The case set off a debate over
child obestfy and raised questions
about whether genetics, junk food
or bad parenting ato blame
Connor
McCreaddic.
of
Walisend tn northeastern England,
weighs 218 pounds, more than
three tunes the weight of a healthy
child his age
Connor and hu mother. Nicola
McKeown. 35. both attended a child
protection meeting Tuesday with
North Tyneside Council officials
Before it began. McKeown.
a single mother of two. said she
hoped the would not lose custody
of her son.
“I’m not too good, and I'm very
nervous about the meeting.'* she
said.
Afterward,
the
Local
Safeguarding Children
Board
issued a statement saying it “was
able to confirm that its hope and
ambition is to enable this child to
remain with hu family. In order lo
move dm matter forward, we have
made a formal agreement with the
family to safeguard and promote
die child's welfare ”
• The agency provided no details
about what Connor or hu mother
wuuld have to do to fight his
ebesity
The hearing was held under the
Children Act which places a duty
on the local authority lo conduct an
©quiry if it has “reasonable cause
jp suspect that a child... in their area
■ suffering, or is likely lo suffer,
igmficanf harm."
* The boy's case attracted national
attention after hu mother allowed
an ITV News crew to film hu dayto-day life for a month.
When he was 2 1/2, Connor was
too heavy for hu mother lo pick
him up. and at 5. he weighed more
than 126 pounds, said The Journal,
a regional newspaper Now the
boy. who is tall for hu age at 5 feet.
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Men's Bball
continued from poge Bi

"Yet, he has continued
to keep himself ready and
prepared to be successful each
and every day,”
The Lakers’ tough defense
was also prevalent in the First
half. It held the Bulldogs'
offense to less than 24 percent
shooting from the floor.
”For most of the year we
played pretty good defense,
but the last stretch of games.
I didn't think we played that
well,” Wesley said. “I made
that a point of emphasis
tonight.”
FSU
kept
the
game
competitive thanks to 11

Women's Bball
continued from poge B1

AP Photo I Wott Hoppoll
Sticking together Connor McCreadd* (right), an 8 year old who weighs 218

pounds (99 kilograms), and his mother Nicola McKeown (left) outside their home
m WaHsend. 300 miles (480 kilometers) north of London. England, on Monday
Connor weighs more than three times the average for hts age. and could be taken
into protective custody away from his mother for his own benefit An unnamed
health official was quoted as telling a newspaper the family had repeatedly failed to
attend appointments with nurses, nutritionists and social workers

wean adult clothes and size eight
shoes, the newspaper reported.
Sky TV showed footage of
Connor's mother serving him meals
of french fries, meal and buttered
bread
“He'd hover around the kitchen
for food. He'U continually go in (he
fridge." McKeown said of her son.
"He has always been hungry."
Childhood obesity is of particular
concern because it greatly increases
the risks of cardiovascular disease,
diabetes, skeletal disorden and
strokes. Certain cancers are also
associated with obesity.
Levels of obesity have tripled in
England since 1980. according to
the Food Standards Agency

Alternative
continued from page B4

Alternative Spring Breaks
participants will leave for their
destinations on Saturday and
return on March 11.
Locations are decided based
on previous trips and through
a list provided on Break-AWay: the Alternative Break
Connection, Inc.'s Web site at
http://altemativebreaks.org.
Alternative Spring Breaks
is
a
national
non-profit
organization Grand Valley State
University has offered students
since 1991.

at 12.
After trading leads, the
Huskies took control of the
game and jumped out to a
five-point advantage.
Senior center Julia Braseth
got hacked on a shot attempt
and managed to gel the bucket
to go. She converted the three
point play to give GVSU the
26-24 lead at halftime The
Lakers shot just 33 percent
from the field in the first half.
The Huskies shot 41
percent from the floor despite
strong defensive play from
the Lakers.
“They were hitting tough
shots, with fadeaways and
pull-ups,”
Braseth
said.
“There was nothing we could
do but keep playing harder.
When you have a target on
your back like we do. teams
will play their minds out.”
The Lakers built their lead
to eight in the second half
behind Braseth and triples from
senior guard Erika Ryskamp

Men's Golf
continued from page B1

by 2006 GLIAC Men’s
Golf Athlete of the Year
and individual conference
champion
Steve
Larson,
features a healthy blend of
youth and experience. Larson,
a senior, has help in the form
of sophomore Malt Johnson
and junior Tony Mango. Both
Johnson and Mango recorded

offensive rebounds and nine
GVSU turnovers. Despite
some sloppy play, the Lakers
managed to take a 33-23 lead
into halftime
Both teams came out firing
from 3-point range in the
second half. They combined
for 59 attempts on the game
and six straight buckets from
beyond the arc during a four
minute span.
Hall slammed the door on
the Bulldogs with a thunderous
dunk, pushing the lead to 18
points late in the second half.
Junior Jason
Jamerson
finished with 12 points and
Redder added 11. The Lakers
struggled from the free-throw
line, converting just 16 of

their 28 attempts.
Terrance Shaw led the wsy
/or FSU with 13 points and
Jessie York finished with II.
GVSU will travel to the
University of Findlay this
weekend for their semifinal
game
against
Northern
Michigan University.
The Lakers won both
meetings with the Wildcats
thanks to a pair of solid
defensive outings. NMU’s
Ricky Volcy is the second
leading in the GLIAC at 22.5
points per game, but was
limited to a combined Kven
points against the Lakers this
season.
The Wildcats have won 10
of their last 11 games.

and junior guard Crystal Zick.
The Huskies battled back
behind the smooth shooting
of sophomore guard Sarah
Stream, who towered with 19
points in the second half.
Churchwell went down
injured with a little more than
seven minutes remaining in
the contest. At the time, the
Lakers held a seven point
advantage. Stream then went
off. scoring seven points in
about a minute to give the
Huskies a lead they would not
relinquish.
A Ryskamp layup with 16
seconds remaining cut the lead
to four, but Stream iced the
game with two free throws.
”1 don’t think we had very
many breakdowns.’’ Plitzuweit
said. “I think our opponent
made really, really tough shots
and for whatever reason our
open shots didn't go in.”
Braseth led the way for
the Lakers with 22 points.
Ryskamp played her final
home game to the tune of 14
points, while Zick added 10.
Cyplik pulled down a career-

high 15 boards in the contest.
Stream finished with a
team-high 22 points for the
Huskies, including eight from
free throws in the second half
Schneider finished with 17
points and seven rebounds,
while frosh Katie Wysocky
finished with 12 points. The
Huskies shot 51 percent from
the floor for the game.
Braseth admitted playing
her last game at home was
tough, but the possibility of
the season being over was far
from her mind.
”1 think we'll get into the
big dance.” Braseth said. “I
know it's competitive, but I’d
love to be the underdog and
to actually be a lower seed.
I think it would be to our
benefit."
The Huskies advance to
play conference tournament
host Gannon University on
Friday.
Regionals will be hosted by
Lewis University this season,
and the Lakers will find out if
and where they will be seeded
on Sunday.

top 15 individual finishes at
the GLIAC tournament, with
Johnson placing in a tie for
fifth and Mango in a deadlock
for IIth.
Rounding out the team's
spring squad is senior Kyle
Murphy, junior Josh Orler
and freshman Matt Malloure.
“We have a tremendous
amount of depth." Underwood
said. “We have a great group
of guys, which was one of

our big strengths in the fall.
The guys get along real well,
support each other and are
friends off the course.”
During spring break the
Lakers will head south to
Salisbury. N.C. for the Richard
Rendelman Invitational. The
tournament, held Monday and
Tuesday, will be the official
lee off to the Lakers’ spring
season.
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1. Sales Experience
2. Self Motivators
3. Flexible Schedule
4. Excellent Communicator
5. Able to work in a team
environment
6 Going into a related field

STOP INTO THE LANTHORN
TO DROP OFF YOUR RESUME
Contact Nick @ 331 - 2484
advertising@lanthorn.com
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3. Internship Opportunities
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5. Networking Opportunities
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ANNOUNCEMENTS
Filing like a good movie?
Cinemerk In Rivartown Cross
ings Mall and tha Woodland
Mall araa have movlas playing
avaryday! Check out www.cinemark.com for movies times.
Don't 1st tha cost of books
weigh you down. Let Brian's
Books save you money on your
new and used textbooks. Ask
an upperclassman, Brian's is
tha batter bookstore. Located
across from tha water tower on
Allendale campus and on Fulton
Street near downtown Grand
Rapids campus.
Lights out whan not in use help
to save energy in simple ways.
Thanks for your help Facility
Services.
FREE
CLASSIFIEDS
FOR
QVSU STUDENTS, FACULTY,
AND STAFF. TWO INSER
TIONS
PER
ORDER,
25
WORDS OR LESS, SUBJECT
TO QVL APPROVAL.
MUST
ORDER
THROUGH
QVSU
E-MAIL VIA LANTHORN.COM
WEBSITE. CLICK ON
“CLASSIFIEDS’* UNDER
“FEATURES" AND FOLLOW
DIRECTIONS. IF YOU HAVE
QUESTIONS CALL 331-2460.
Grand Woods Lounge intro
duces Cabin Fever Thursdays!
Drink specials and great times
with friends.
Drinks,
grub,
grooves.
Visit
www.woodslounge.com or call
616-451-4300 for directions.

PERSONALS
ROOMMATES
SERVICES
WANTED
CONGRATULATIONS
BIRTHDAYS
EMPLOYMENT
Earn $800-$3200 a month to
drive brand new cars with ads
placed on them, www.adcarkey.com

EMPLOYMENT

HOUSING

Jewelry Sales Due to our
growth, we are looking for a
part-time sales person (15-25
hours per week) with very posi
tive energetic personality Re
tail sales experiences preferred,
but not necessary. Please call
Jensen
Jewelers
(616)
669-1900 or submit resume to
danOjensenjewelers, com

Country Place Apartments and
Hillcrest Townhomes offer a
great location and even better
price for students. Now offering
free internet and cable for
2007-2008. Stop by the leasing
office or call 616-895-6060. It’s
only a bus ride away!

Pert-Time
Work.
$14.25
base-appt.
Flexible
around
classes, no experience needed.
Customer sales/service. Call
241-6303 or apply at workforstudents.com
Bartenders
wanted.
Up to
$250/Day. No Experience nec
essary Training provided. Age
18-f Okay. Call 1-800-965-6520.
ext. 226.
The Grand Valley Lanthorn is
looking for illustrators for spe
cial projects and political car
toons. $25 to $100 per project.
Bring samples of work to 100
Commons. Call for an appoint
ment. 331-2464

FOR SALE
Small Apartment Washer hooks onto sink with adapter
and drains into sink. Very com
pact and easy to move. 3 cy-

clesL$45j616)73^517^^

HOUSING
Looking for a place to live next
fall? Campus View Apartments
and Townhomes offers you the
closest off-campus housing for
a great price. Now leasing for
2007-2008. Stop by the leasing
office or call 616-895-6678
Campus West Apartments and
Town Homes now leasing for
2007/2008. Great location and
price for students. Apartments
begin at $290.00 per month per
person and Town Homes at
$325.00. Washers and dryers
are in each town house unit.
Stop by our leasing office or call
616.895.5904. Bus stops out
front.
FOR RENT 244 John Ball Park
Dr. SW.
Nice 3-bd, 2-bath
home near GVSU downtown
campus.
Hardwood floors,
laundry, 2-stall garage. Front
porch overlooks John Ball Park.
No
smoking/no
pets.
$900/month including garbage
pickup. 616-403-8271.

See Puzzles On B8
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2-3 Roommates needed for a 3
bedroom house in Grand Rap
ids: 2 full baths, dining room
walk-in closets, fully furnished.
$340 (or less) per month. Move
in May and sign year lease!
Contact Erin at 517-316-5797.

Ml WAUMN SI I II I II MS IO
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Apartment Finders! We help you
find better studios, apartments,
and townhomes at lower pnces,
starting
$419/month,
$125
Apartment Rebate Available.
300 Apartments & Retails on
line. 800-520-2483. www.gopromo.com
Three laid back guys looking for
a 4th roommate at Hopson
Flats downtown GR. Rent 485,
12 month lease.
Looking for
someone who is clean and
quiet, not huge into partying but
likes to have a good time. Con
tact Kyle 231 -631 -0549.
FOUR BEDROOM HOUSE and
THREE BEDROOM HOUSE for
rent. Both near DOWNTOWN
campus, nice neighborhood.
Both with appliances, including
washer, dryer and dishwasher.
Call 616-454-3035 or e-mail
bodegashillOsbcglobal.net for
more
information.
Each
$750/month.
Working on Mackinac Island
this Season • Make life long
friends. The Island House hotel
and Ryba’s Fudge Shops are
looking for seasonal help in all
areas: Front Desk. Bell Staff.
Wait Staff. Sales Clerks, and
Starbucks Baristas.
Housing
available,
bonus,
and dis
counted meals. Call Ryan at
1(800) 626-6304. www.theislandhouse.com

now
upancy

INTERNSHIPS
LOST & FOUND
MISCELLANEOUS
OPPORTUNITIES

Manufactured Homes

Starting at $699/mo.

•Close to Campus **
• 3 Bedrooms / 2 Baths
• Individual Driveways and Parking
• All Kitchen Appliances
• Washer/Dryer
• Central Air
• Pet Friendly

W0&*

Taking Applications Starting

March I11

For Spring & Summer Move-ins

THE CLOSEST
HOTEL TO
HOME.
• Full Kite ken* In Every
Room
• Complimentary Hot
Breakfast Buffat Dally
• Complimentary Dinner
(Monday-Thurtday)
• Free High-Speed Internet
Accost

Grandville

)4SI Rlvertown Feint Ct.

(800)331-3131
(BIB) S3B II00
retldenceinnfrandvllle com
10 MILES FROM CVSU
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ODDS & ENDS

Strange, but true
DES MOINES. Iowa (AP)
— Ed O'Neill ’a bank account
just got a lot bigger, thanks
to a co-worker who told him
some "idiot” hasn't claimed
an $800,000 Powerball lottery
prize.
O'Neill. 58, who works
for the Clinton Chamber of
Commerce, bought the ticket
for a Jan. 6 Powerball drawing.
He told Iowa Lottery staffers he
didn’t think to check the results
until a couple days afterward,
when a chamber receptionist
pointed out an article in the local
newspaper.
"She said. ‘Read this article
about the idiot that hasn't
claimed his ticket.' So I read
it and noticed where the ticket
was bought,” O'Neill said. “I
thought. ‘Gee, 1 better look at
my ticket.' That's when I said. ‘I
think I won.’”
Then he called his wife,
Diane, 58, who thought he was
pulling a prank
O'Neill said his wife told
him to "quit horsing around. I'm
watching Oprah."
O'Neill
countered:
"No
really. Diane. I won."
Hysteria soon ensued as
Diane realized he wasn't joking.
On Monday, the couple
cashed in the ticket at the lottery
headquarters in Des Moines,
but not before meeting with an
accountant and planning how to
handle the winnings.
"There’s a lot of responsibility
(hat comes with that kind of
money,” O’Neill said.
O’Neill won by matching
live white balls in the Powerball
game. He also had purchased the
Power Play option, multiplying
a $200,000 prize by four.
After taxes, the couple will
get about $560,000, much
of which will go to pay off
their mortgage, pay off their
children's mortgages and save
for retirement.
There will be a little left for
fun. too. O’Neill said he and
his wife are planning a trip to
Ireland.
They also plan to donate
money to Prince of Peace
Catholic Parish m Clinton to
help pay for construction of
another church.

CLEARFIELD, Pa
(AP)
— The newest addition to the
menu at Denny's Beer Barrel
Pub is one meaty monstrosity of
a burger.
The Beer Barrel Main Event
Charity Burger weighs in at 123
pounds. The sizable sandwich
features an 80-pound beef patty,
along with a pound each of
lettuce, ketchup, relish, mustard
and mayonnaise. 160 slices of
cheese, up to five onions and 12
tomatoes.
It's topped with a couple of
pounds of banana peppers and
33 pickles, then sandwiched into
a 30-pound bun.
There’s a pretty hefty price
tag. too: $379.
The Clearfield pub unveiled
the menu item over the weekend
Restaurant owner Denny Leigey
said he plans to submit paperwork
on his colossal culinary creation
to the Guinness Book of World
Records.
The burger's cooks maintain
it shatters the world record
of 105 pounds shared by two
restaurants in New Jersey and
Thailand.
It’s not the first time Leigey
has waded into the competition
for the world's biggest burger
He drew headlines a couple
years ago when he unveiled the
Beer Barrel Belly Buster, which
weighed in at a mere 15 pounds
Leigey said he didn't know
how many calories were stuffed
into his latest gigantic entree
“If you were worried about
calories you would be at home
eating Kellogg's,” he said

KENA1. Alaska (AP) Chipper, a 3-year-old Nova

27 when he returned He was a
bag of bones.” Butler said.
They began giving Chipper
water and small amounts of
puppy food to help start the
recovery process. Butler said
they weren't sure he would
make it through that first night,
but in the morning Chipper he
was back to his old routine.
“He loves fetching the paper
and he brought it up that first
day back." he said.

Scotia duck tolling retriever,
found his way home after 45
days on the lam.
Jim Butler. Chipper's owner,
said the dog is normally a good
listener but took off on a walk
on Dec. 12. The dog. looking the
worse for wear, returned home
Jan. 29, almost to the disbelief
of his family.
"It’s the damdcst thing,”
Butler said.
Butler said Chipper normally
walked attached to a 10-foot
leash. Occasionally, the family
would let the dog run free
because he would come back
when called.
"Something distracted him,
though, and he booked it.” he
said.
Butler said he didn't think
the dog would go far. especially
since he was pulling a small
plastic sled attached to his collar
by a length of cord. After several
hours of searching. Butler knew
the situation was bad
"We pul up flyers at the
pounds and veterinary clinics.
We ran adds on Dog Gone News
and in the newspapers. We did
all the usual things.” he said.
Days turned to weeks and still
there was no sign of Chipper.
The family feared for the dog’s
well-being, but never gave up
hope.
“We never got rid of his bowl
and cushion.” Butler said.
When Chipper returned home.
he still had his collar and tags
on. He was missing the sled.
"His hair was falling out
in places and when he left he
weighed 49 pounds, but was only
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PHILADELPHIA (AP) Workers at a downtown boutique
called police after unexpectedly
receiving
two buckets of
marijuana worth $90,000.
Police were called to Fusion
on Saturday after employees
received the two packages of
marijuana totaling about 20
pounds.
“Officers received a call that
the manager of the store had
received a package from FedEx
and when he opened it there was
a five-gallon bucket inside.”
said Capt. Chris Werner. Inside
that bucket was 10 pounds
of marijuana. The second
package arrived about an hour
later, this one from a different
delivery service but with similar
contents.
Both packages were from
California and addressed to the
store, but there were no names
on the address labels.
"It was obviously intended
for someone in the Philadelphia
area." Werner said. "We are
trying to find out who.”
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Find the laird words m the diagram They run in all directions forward, backward, up. down and diagonally
Bedding
Beggar
Better
Coffin

Drilled
Fiddle
Fooled '
Funneled

Grassy
Mellow
Middle
Princess

Skimmer
Steering
Summit
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High-Speed Internet and Digrtal Cable TV available
Bus Stop for easy commute
and Free Tanning!
Free summer storage1

apartments

Free,
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pregnancy
counseling.

2 Bedroom units
Spacious Living w/ over 1000 sq ft.
Air Conditionng
On-site Laundry Facility
Dishwasher
Private Patio
Parking at Front Door
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9 and 12 month leases available
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Spacious 4 Bedrooms - over 1330 sq ft
Central Air
Washer and Dryer in ALL units
Dishwasher
Private Patio
Parking at Front Door
Rent begins at $325/mo
9 and 12 month leases available

1832 W. Campus Dr.
Allendale, MI 49401

(616) 89.M904
wvvw.campuswest.net

manaKvr@campiwvvest.net
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school yearl

